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15, 1914.

The official press bureau today gave out the following:
"The Turkish cruiser Midierli (forlias oombarded
merly the Breslau
the port of Sebastopol on the Black
GO
ON
Sea.
"Vienna newspapers report a mut
iny in the army besieging Przemysl,
Several battalions are said to have
been sent i away in fetters.
"The Turkish' official bulletin says
that the large cruiser Sultain Sellm WELL KNOWN AVERSION TO GIV- MEN TESTIFYING BEFORE INDUS- PRESIDENT AND CABINET
TALK
'
(the Goeben) bombarded Batum on
ING HIS OPINION WILL
TRIAL COMMISSION TELL
ABOUT NEUTRALITY AT
December 10, setting fire to the city.
BE TESTED
OF CONDITIONS
PANAMA CANAL
The Russian land batteries returned
cessful" In gainiug ft foothold. We the fire without success.
have everywhere retained the posi.'(Jonstanjtinopte learns authorit- CONGRESS
CALL
HIM IT WORKS NO IMPROVEMENT GOETIIALS WANTS WARSHIPS
WILL
tions wbri previously by us.", .: . atively that a Mohammedan upriaiDg
has occurred in the Caucasus and
The English Report
that 50,000 armed Russian forces went WILL TRY TO DRAG SOMETHING THE WORKMAN IS BETTER OFF THERE IS SOME SPECULATION AS
OUT OF HIM REGARDING .
UNDER OPEN-SHOTHEY
London, Dec. 15. The official infor- over to fight against the Russians."
TO HOW THEY WILL BE
THE NAVY
mation bureau today gave out the folTELL COMMISSION
USED
lowing statement:
Austrians Abondon Belgrade
"After a period
of comparative
Vienna, Dec. 15 (via London). The IS PREPARATION
SUFFICIENT? WAGES
ARE
NOT
LIFTED MAY GIVE OFFICIAL WARNING
quiet the fighting in northern France
abandonment
of Belgrade by the Aushas recommenced.
"A combined attack by the allies trians is acknowledged in an official FORMER
MADE WITH LIKELY THEY WILL- PATROL THE
PRESIDENT WILL BE COMPARISON
IS
headwas made yesterday on the line from statement given out at array
ASKED TO GIVE VIEWS
THREE-MILNUMEROUS CAMPS THAT
folNEUTRALITY
The
stntement
quarters
today.
Hollebeke to Wytschaete, in Belgium.
ON
EFFICIENCY
ORGANIZED
ARE
LIMIT
En- Several German trenches and a nun lows:
"In the southern theater of war the
ber of prisoners were captured and
Washington, Dec. 15 Colonel RooseDenver, Deo. 15. B. W. Snodgrass,
of our right wing involved
retirement
Washington, Dec. 35. More infor
was
made..
substantial progress
a change In the military situation velt doomed up today as a possible superintendent of tUe Delagua mine niation is being awaited before Presiwhich made it advisable for us to witness before the aouse naval com- of the Victor American. Fuel company dent Wilson decides wether the reWhat Berlin Says
abandon Belgrade, tohich was evacu- mittee in its investigation as to the was the first witness at today's ses- quest of Governor Goethals for des'
Berlin, Dec, 15. (by Wireless to
preparedness for nat.onai defense. At sion of the coal miners' strike investi troyers to enforce the neutrality at
L. I.) An official report given ated without fighting.
Y
II
DENIAL
OF
EMPHATIC
"Our troops have fought long and today's session Representative Hob- gation by the federal commission on Panama shall be granted. Suggestions
BERLIN ISSUES AN
out at headquarters last night said:
to call Industrial relations. He related his of differences between Secretaries
son
Chairman
Padgett,
pressed
lwst
the
are
in
but
"The French have made weak at- fatiguing battles,
the former president, and after some experiences in the recent rike.
Garrison, Daniels and Bryan over the
j
tacks against our position between of spirits."
discussion the question was left to be
The commission, in ah effort to question Were met by President Wiland
Meuse
these
the
the
but
Vo3ges,
decided in an executive session of the complete Its work by tomorrow night, son with the statement that there
Declares the Allied Nations Are Issuing False Bulletins Claiming were
German Cruiser Interned
easily repulsed. There were no
committee.
Are
Austrians
began the day's session an hour ear- could be no real difference, since the)
Compelled
Gains Against the Kaiser's Forces
important events on the west front, in.
Washington, Dec. J5. A rival of the
him?" demanded Rep lier than usual and endeavored to would finally decide.
invite
"Why
Servians-Situation
east Prussia, or south Poland. Our German converted cruiser Cormoran
to Evacuate Belgrade Under Attacks by the
resentative Buttler.
speed up the testimony. Mr. gnod-gras- s
The President discussed the situa
operations in north Poland are' de- in the harbor of Guam, an American
Muddled in the East
"He was the assisrant .oretary of
was asked to confin his state- tion with the cabinet officials and
veloping.
possession in the Ladrone archipelago, the navy and president and a comma- ments to matters of which he had
generally considered measures for pro
"Pure Inventions''
was officially reported to the navy de- nder-in-chief
and has been in a po personal knowledge.
tecting the neutrality of the canal.
are
remarks
made
"The following
partment today by the commandant sition to know the facts about national
The British military authorities announced today that fighting In
In response to questions by Chair
Officials described as absurd re
alofficial
Russia
and
French
a
the
combined
attack
and
that
regarding
by
of the naval station there.
northern France had recommenced
returned Mr. Hobson, who man Walsh Snodgrass testified that ports that Colonel Goethals' request
defense,"
In the capture of Gerreports:
The Cormoran neeMed 1,500 tons of protested that his suggestion was be- the Delgaua mine was protected by
lies In Belgium to the south of Yprea had resulted
would be denied. They declared ac
" 'Southeast of Cracow we continucoal to reach the nearest German
man trenches and substantial progress.
12 guards, commissioned ns deputy tion was
ing treated in a "cavalier" way.
- several
being delayed only pending
tookoffensive.
We
our
ed
MaxW.J
to
.
Captain
port according
Representative Buchanan remarked sheriffs on September 23, 1913, the a fuller discussion of the needs of the
This is the first occasion In several weeks on which the British authorand machine guns and made well, naval governor of Guam. She
guns
of
sufficient
of
allies
the
activities
Roose
that "due to the fact that Mr.
day the strike was declared. Tbe situation. There has been doubt in
ities have considered the
coal and fresh
London suggests it may mean that about 2,000 prisoners,' says the Rus- was offered 100 tons-oseldom expressed himself through guards were armed at Trinidad, he be-velt
importance to issue such a statement,
water and her captain was given un- the newspapers and magazines, it
movement which has sian statement.
lieved, by the purchasing agent of the Bort of a
the allies have at last begun their general offensive
lrol would be nece3Bary
"Not one man, not one gun, nor one til 10 a. m. todayi '(Guam time) to
time.
He If
some
be well to get hold of him and Victor American Fuel company.
might
been expected there for
belligerent
ships are using wireless
machine gun there has fallen into decide what his future course would
British
something out of him on tne testified that he added to this forre within the three-mildrag
'
limit, tulm'mit-.trotlo- n
The French statement today covers the same ground as the
v
hands.
,
'
Russian
.,
be. .:.
mea 'from
a
officials
by
hiring
subject"
think
warning would
and in addition says that some progress has Been made in the
"The official Paris bulletin of De
Secretary Daniels1 hii.4 approved
With that (lie committee turned to country and had the recruits commis- - be adequate.
Delays in passing
There were Indications, however, that the Germans have made cemher 12 states:
Commander Stir
Captain Maxwell's an..a,ua,liai J.2;
nHl as deputy sheriffs, paying tnem through the canal they think Crtmet
progress' recently toward the eastern end of the line. The French war of' 'Northeast ''of ''VaflTey Ime'German structed him not to allow the vessel thexai!ji"i!.ii ;f
wei-tnere
testified
a
who
Goethals already is prepared fv 1 v
In Alsace, the German
ling,
Infantry "gained
fice admits that at Steinbach,
battery was completely annihilated and more coal and provisions than can submarines in' the Atlantic fleet. Com
wV
ben
there
a
Wi
said
:
the
The
Germans
of
and
die,
Leonard
by
Commeroy
foothold " Bombardment of St.
at Deunouds to the west of Vigneul- - be properly spared.
said the flotilla should three attics on the Delagua mine
no
mander
ctearance
As
of
official French statements.
St,
Stirling
two
papers- last
question
the
in
mentioned
also has been
les les Hattenchatel, two German batofficers here believe the Cor have better tender mcllitles and that from October 28, 1913, to April 22; arises at the
Naval
in
officials
do
here
of
mentioned
canal,
points previously
Leonard lies some distance to the south
teries were destroyed, one of heavy moran, although described as a con
in 1914. Two'guards and one
more
permanency
can
should
be
use
of
miles
ten
not
what
see
Is
about
of
St
there
destroyers
Commeroy
In
the Vosges.
aocounts of fighting
caliber and one destined to fight aero verted cruiser, is really the unprotectminer were killed in the at- be unless for dispatch purposes. If
the assignments of officers attached
believed previously to be the southern extremity
In the same region the French ed cruiser of that name, a sister ship
Milhlel, which has been
planes.
months
six
to the submarines. It took
tacks.
Into the French lines.
they are sent, they probably will be
have destroyed a block house and sev- of the Geier, interned n,t Honolulu
of a wedge thrust by the Germans
counsel for the given the mission of keeping all col
to learn to take out a subchief
Gove,
Frank
training
last
allies
the
the
during
...
eral trenches.'
enSuch confident claims have beenmade by
several weeks ago.
Fuel company, testi- liers or warships from lingering with- - .
marine and years to understand
new movement against the Germajn
"All this is pure invention."
said.
week concerning the success of their
he
limit. fied that saloon rents ou company in the three-mil- e
gine end other troubles,
authorities have Issued a Bpecial statement to
a
as
would
omei
be
lino that the Berlin military
upon
advanced
well
as
hereafter
we
"Are
property
The Russian Report
contradict them.
EIGHT
nations in submarines " he was ask flat rate of $100 month instead of a
a
series
in particular, however, had
long
30 cents
.
The French official statement
ed.
AMENDMENT HAY BE
per capita rate of from 20 to
Petrograd, Dec. 15 (via Loudon).
destruction of a number of German batteries,
he
replied.
we
miner
employed.
are,"
on
'don't
think
for
Rus
the
every
of victories, Including the
frontal
attacks
"I
German
monthly;
rout of the German Infantry along almost
He submitted a register wnicn ne
sian line to the west of Warsaw un
the capture of trenches and the
ALBUQUERQUE 'If we believe the accounts from
however, have said that there
statements,
ana
German
The
Englisti
line.
abroad the Germans,
said showed that men employed by
der cover of night were successfully
the whole
IGNORED FOR ONCE
announcement at Berlin characterizes
subton
and
1,000
today's
800
and
to
little
have
activity
the
French
the company had been recorded by
been
according
Russians,
has
by
repulsed
of
batteries
12 concerning the destruction
his
the French report of December
personal description. He said
trustworthy information reaching Pe- NEW LOW RECORD FOR DECEM- marines in commission."
n
"a pure Invention."
as
MORNto
Keep
BY
trenches
IS
endeavored
THIS
At
BER
SET
had
of
the
front
company
today.
and capture
trograd from
he OTHERWISE THERE WILL BE NO
mace rin Rotterdam that the Germans have,,
although
Rusof
TEMPERATURE
out
ING'S
politics,
emnloves
the
the
front,
along
The definite statement 'is
many
VALUATIONS FIXED FOR THE'
pohjte
line
farther! sians succeeded in
to the
back in Belgium toward a prepared
FAllll CROPS OF. 101.4
did not know that this was fair
capturing several
COMING YEAR
begun, a retreat, falling
4UAk"Tilll.
'L
The
however.
report
was
lacking,
Albuqerque, N. M., Dec. 15 The
workmen, xne witness a
German positions.
from the coast. Official confirmation
was not confirmed
Victor American com,ip
German attacks were answered by thermometer dropped to eight below
the Servians had captured Belgrade
WORTH FIVE BILLION
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 15.-- That
the
new
a
to naid display ad- W!1H
confined
zero
another sources, although it was admitted In Vienna that the
here
this
which
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counter
Russian
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newspapers
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this
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hundred
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said
that
prisoners
suffered
had
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OF AGRICULTURE would not print the matter as news, zation by vote of the people, in carry-Ththe Turkish cruiser Midierli, formerly and one field battery were captured tion of New Mexico.
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It is announced in Berlin that
amendment
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in
constitutional
the
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ISSUES ITS OFFICIAL
pblicity work of Ivy
During the last
by the Russians.
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' Four Above Here
mnMoU ori"thn strike was the reecnt election, be suspended pend- NOUNCEMENT
three days of fighting eight machine
the fixing of important 1915 vai- that Turkey had been forced Into the guns, two batteries of fie'd guns and
Washington, Deo. 15 This year's donated to the operators, he said, by jing
recorded
The lowest temperature
uauons
appears to oe me oniy way
company,
the Colorado Fuel and iroa
France and England.
4.00 prisoners have aeen taken. Ex here this morning was four degrees, principal farm crops are worth
war by the hostile acts of Russia,
out
an
of
anomalous situation. The
wss
Gove
Mr.
vir.n,
.rtv.-of
T,.r
agriculture
of the Ger
the department
riu,eto u"e
canal, to the cept for the night attacks
which Is 12 degrees higher than that
board fixes the valuation of national
each
of
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correspondence
value
submit
tv. 15 The statement bis- - .recentlyof along the Ypres
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The
little
asked
been
announced
heavy at
mans there has
today.
west
Hollebeke, in the Argonne and
or DanKs, transportation companies, aa
Albuquerque. The maximum
official
of inspection by a representation
sued today by the British
in Poland during the last 24
crop follows:
fighting
31.
was
been
There
lias
artillery
elsewhere.
yesterday
'corporations and livestock, and pend- attack
commission"
such
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combined
selection
wheat
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for
winter
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the
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Corn $1,702,599,000,
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ing action by the legislature there is
'value,
documents as would be
maneuvers,
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gonne
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in
Coming
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Temperature
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Calls Union
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all wheat, $878,680,000,
a foothold near Stein- demonstrations and attempts at flank
and
The
county commissioners
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a
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of
$105,903,000,
as marking the beginning of attempts fantry gained
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bodies
Gr Kansas Ciiy, Mo., Dec.
barley
High
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John Sanders, aged 26,
n
bach. The' text of the communica- ing operations by small
The
seed
point
flax
advance.
to make a general
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buckwheat, $12,892,000,
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generally
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miripr nt Delaeua. said he struck on
temperatures
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of the combined attacks mentioned
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It will be noticed, moreover, thatnorth- English have occupied a little forest Prussian front, which were conducted the south, the sun "was shining and
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vl:,iti-Judge Lindsey said. he
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beets
statement refers to fighting in
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well
ground gained yesterday
ern France as
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.,, Oklahoma.
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union man for seven,
a
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in
Missouri,
he
said
con- west of Hollebeke has been retained
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GERMAN PLOT SUSPECTED
fensive movement stretches over
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been
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Dec. 15. Agents of tions He said he thought the union
15
siderable area. It
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from
hours
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some time that the British, headquart- on the part of the enemy.
The correspondent of the Bourse in Texas the government readings the department of Justice working
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"
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"From the Belgian frontier to the Gazette In Tiflis states that General ranged from four degrees higher at here informed the attorney general
Bea B. Lindsey of the Denver
th'ft chlef 1ust!ce
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it ls consequently assumed by British Somme there is notnlng to report. Sanders Pasha, the German military Amarillo to four degrees lower than today that the German acting consul. iuvenile court testified that he caa
i
"
made
From the Somme to the Argonne there officer in command of Turkish troops, yesterday at Corpus Christi. The Baron E. II. von Shack, supplied tho been sent by the peace association of;
.observers that the allies have
Wilson 8 proposed board of arbitra- more progress than has been chroni has been intermittent cannonading. on arriving at Erzerum, ordered the mercury at the latter point this morn- funds with which a cargo of groceries, Colorado to explain the strike sltua-I . .
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,
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,
:
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cled.
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Russian Forces Deserting
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By JOHN CHEBLE.

Gigh Grade Furs at

Price

2

VIUABEGUT-U- P

Mflja,

Green Tag Special for Wednesday

1--

DECEMBER

Here is the largest fur stock ever shown in Ias Vegas.
of just
Carefully selected sets, and separate pieces at a saving
usemore
a
more
of
a
think
appropriate
Can you
nice
set
than
of
a
more
will
she
that
a
appreciate
ful or gift
fins. Beautiful sets of Grey Fox, Red Fox, Tointed Fox,
Electric Seal, Skunk, Opossum, Jap Mink, Marmot, Pers Paw,
one-thir- d.

Iceland Fox, Black Lynx, Russo Lynx, Coney, etc., all at

At Half Price

(Copyright. 1814. by W. O. Chapman.)
Miss Adllah Plumtree, the postmis-

nt
air Wllllnm Oxler, on of the tore-muof living ineilipul mrn, forof John Hupktnn, Baltimore,
merlynow
KeK'inw Frofemrinr of Medianil
cine at Oxford, nay In Mm lra-tlcon paice
of Medicine"
"The healing of pulmonary
In ahown clinically by the
recovery of uatlenti In whose aputa
elantlc tlaaue and bacilli have been
In the
found.
and aatoclated pneumonia
products
Hear tlNNue In formed, while the
Ninnller cnNeoua arena become
with lime nultM. To aura
couditiona alone ahould the term
be
applied."
healing eminent
medical authorities
Many
have testified to the elticacy of lime
of tubercuBlts In the treatment
losis, and the success of Eckman's
Alterative in this and allied throat
and bronchial affections may be due
to the fact that It contains
partly
a Uine salt so combined with other
valuable Ingredients as to be easily
assimilated.
Widespread use of this remedy In
numerous cases of tuberculosis
many of which appear to have yielded completely to it Justifies our belief that it is worth a trial, unless
some other treatment already Is
succeeding;. It contains no opiates,
narcotics or
drugs.
We make no promises concerning it
any more that reputable physicianswith their prescripgive promises
but we know of many cases
tuher-u1onI-

m

tress of Four Fall, sat staring at a
letter in her band. The letter was
not addressed to her, but It had come
unfastened In the pott, and to ahe had
exercised toe prerogative which la
generally ascribed to postmistresses.
It wm addressed to Mr. Charles
Black, and waa signed by Andrew
Usher. The sentence which waa burning itself Into Mtst Plumtree's brain
was as follows:
"I bare told my wife that I bare
been called away on business till Mon,
day, which Is true In a certain sense.
tions,
I have brought Lily down here for a
In which IT HAS HELPED,
Your druggist has it or can get
couple of days. She IS the smartest
it, or you can send direct
Hcltmaa Laboratory, Philadelphia.
little thing you can image, Charley,
and as fast as they make them. For and B. Q. Murphey and Red Cross
heaven's sake throw Rose off the scent IVug company.
in case she suspects anything."
Price f 1 and $2 a bottle.
this
Miss Adllah read and
epistle, and then she folded her bands
and uttered a calm, benignant, "I told
She walked out of the office. The
you so." .
watched her. She taw
postmistress
Everybody in Four Falls had pro- tier go into the railway station. A
phesied what would happen when pret- rain would leav for Portstown In a
ty Rose Black married a traveling tew minutes. It waa an hours run,
man. Charles, her brother, bad brought .he county seat Miss Plumtree smiled
him to the house, and he had fallen .o herself and nodded her head
violently in love with Rose. They had briskly.
been married nearly a year now. No"That settles you and your man,"
body knew for what firm Andrew she said to herself. "I can see through
Usher traveled, except Charles, and you; you're almost as deep as he is.
he seemed completely under the spell Mrs. Usher, but I can see through
habit-formin-

g-

re-re-

$3.50

Fur Seta

1 11.00

-

15.50

Fur Seta

16.23

$12.50 Fur Sets
$15.00.

M-2-

Fur Sets

$7.50

$17.50 Fur Sets

$8.75

$19.00 Fur Sets

$9.50

$21.50

Fur Sets

$25.00 Fur Sets

-

$10.75

,

$12.50

you."

$27.50 Fur Sets

$13.75

$30.00 Fur Sets

$15.00

$35.00 Fur Sets

$17.50

Fur Sets

$20.00

$50.00 Fur Sets

$25.00

$40.00

$57.50

Fur Sets

In strictest confidence she told one
)f the neighbors, omitting all mention of her part in the affair. By three
In the afternoon halt the gossips In the
village knew. By six all the gossips
were waiting on the station platform
to see Mr. and Mrs. Usher return.
They were enjoying their anticipations. And when Charley Black put
In an appearance, looking decidedly
downcast, they nudged each other and
chuckled.
The train drew In. There were only
a few passengers descending at Four
Falls. Duly arriving among them
were Mr. and Mrs. Usher radiant
Charley Black ran toward them, a
word passed, and he wrung his brother-in-law's
hand warmly. And the
smiles on the three faces, which had
only been normal smiles of happy people, broadened as the three encountered the onlookers, until they became
regular grins.
"This is quite a gathering," said
Andrew Usher, addressing the post

$28.75

Women's Suits, Coats, Silk Dresses Skirts, Silk Petti-coatChildren's Coats aad Children's Dresses are now
s,

U2 the regular price
Men's Initial Handkerchiefs 4 lor 25c
litre Is a good, Inexpensive present. Many men. would rather
have, eevgrai Inexpensive handkerchiefs than one or two good ones.
She Told On

xvMm
f
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Resolutions for Mother
In tfio January Woman's Home Companion the Better Babies Bureau of
that publication begins a new service
to mothers, mothers-to-be- ,
and social
workers. One result of the Better
Babies Cohests hold during the . past
few years has been the discovery by
many mothers that intelligent study of
child development, child nature, and
child rights will result in better conditions for children and the homo, and
an easier, happier life for mother and
father. Naturally this realization has
created among parents, and particu
larly among mothers, a sarong demand
for practical Information about the
care and feeding, clothing and train
ing of their children. To meet this
demand this new service has been ere'
ated and In connection, with the following .Mother Calender for January ap
pears. It is really a set of New Year
resolutions for mothers:
"Recognizing that the health and
happiness of my family, during the
coming year, will depend largely on
I am
myself as the
,

home-make-

r,

JResolved:

"That

6. "That I will simplify the dishes
served on my table.
7. "That I will place safety first by
knowing the source of our ice and
milk supply, by demanding good drainage from my house and by fighting
flies and mosquitoes."
8. "That I will join hands with my
neighbors in fighting conditions which
imperil the health and hygiene of the
Individual family and the community.
9. "That I will give a little time
each day to he Intelligent study of
child life, the care and feeding of in
fants, diet for older children, discip
line and the formation of good Ivibits.
10.- - "That in January, 1916, I will
have better health, a better home and
better children because I have lived
up to these resolutions."

Pains In Back and Hips
Are an Indication of kidney trouble
a warning to build up the weakened
kidneys, make them vigorous, rid your
blood of acids and poisons.
Go to
your druggist for Foley Kidney Pills.
In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Sold in your
town by O. O. Schaofer and Red Cross
Drag Store. At.
TEXA3

HOTEL CLERKS MEET
Texas., Dec. 15. The
annual meeting of the Texas hotel

Fort Worth,

I will hoard my own health
clerks' club, opened here today, with
and nerve force In every possible way. 100
members present. Walter Baker
2; "That every member pf my fami
of Dallas presided.
ly, including myseU, shall have the
prupur amount or rrenn air !n our
This and Five Cents!
home.
DON'T
MISS THIS.
Cut out this
3. "That I will do my housework In
slip, enclose five cents to Foley and
properly ventilated rooms and allow Co.,
Chicago, 111., writing your name
myself at least one hour for outdoor
address clearly. You will receive
and
ixercise daily.
in return a free trial packapj contain4. "That I will recuperate
l
my
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
and nervous strength by lying ing
for coughs, colds and croup.
Foley
down at least half an hour each day.
Kidney pills, and Foley Cathartic
5. "That I will conserve'
my health Tablets. For sale In your town by
by sitting down at my work whenever O. a. SchaeNr and Red Corss
Drug
this is possible.
Co
Adv.
1.

phj-i-ca-

15, 1914.

mistress.

Br. Gslcr cn Tuberculosis

STORE OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL XMAS

South Ado

TUESDAY,

"Waiting to meet

REFORM SCHOOL A

would
centration or consolidation
prove economical as well as efficient,
at the same time spreading the cost
over the entire commonwealth instead
ol compelling a comparatively few
merchants in each community to carry
the burden of providing for the destitute.

"Don't you dare speak to me," said
the offended woman. "I know all about
you, if you think I don't And let me
tell you this, Four Falls is a moral
village, and we won't stand for any of
your abominations."
"Hal" exclaimed Andrew Usher,
COLLEGE GYM GIFT OF WOMAN
Briskly. "Been opening letters, eh?"
"How dare you!" cried Miss Adllah.
Dubuque, la., Dec. 15. A Chicago
"Well, all I can say la that thosfc
woman's gift to Dubuque German colIn
were
the
INSTITUREGARDING
WRANGLE
two unfastened letters
most
lege and seminary, the finest,
my
TION EVEN INCLUDES REright envelopes when they left "bemodern and best equipped gymnasium
bad
man,
the
answered
hands,"
LIGIOUS PREJUDICE
owned by any college in America, waa
cause I took pains to have a witness
Miss
dedicated here today. Dr. C. M. Stef-fenpresent. You laid a little trap,
set
the
who
I
was
It
most
but
tho
One
15.
of
Dec.
Santa Fe,
Plumtree,
president of the college, accepted
In
the
the
prim"
controversies.
coming
gift in a feeling address. The
1 spirited
He turned to the onlookers.
address of dedication was delivered
the
manageover
be
will
legislature
said.
hope you are all satisfied," he
to ment of the State Reform school at by Hon. William SI Bennett of New
"Perhaps it will be a little lesson aU
knew
'Mrs.
Springer. There will be charges and York. Congressman Maurice ConnolUsher,
some of you.
was
foolishly counter charges and even religious ly was also a speaker.
about the matter, but ahe
afraid of the village opinion. I told her prejudices will be dragged into the When Rev. Cornelius M. Stiffens bethe village opinion was that of a lot ot fight over the Institution. It will not came connected with the institution
female rattlesnakes, flue to we
be, strange to say, republicans against in 1902, it as deep in debt He
that there is. superfluity of ; female democrats, but democrats against went east to raise funds, but of all
rattlesnakes over male rattiesnaxes in
the philanthropists of the east, it was
the fight.
these parts, the men having emigrated democrats, in
a woman, Mrs. Mary Copley Thaw of
anew
them."
will
The controversy
bring up
and I don't blame
who came to the rescue
; The spectators fell hick with angry. the proposition of placing all of the Pittsburgh,
of the middle west.
little
the
of
college
Inarticulate aaSDS.
state's charitable and penal institu
"But who is Lily?" gabbled a dame, tions under a board of charities and Dr. Steffens had tried Andrew CarIn Philawhose curiosity was too strong for her
correction and to make legal provis negie without success, and
,v
discretion.
in secur
unsuccessful
was
he
delphia
"The Ally that won twenty thousand ion for systematic charity in, every ing the needed aid. When he reached
those
so
that
afternoon,"
and
this
municipality
county
dollars in a canter
he had just ten cents In
iu actual destitution will be looked Pittsburgh, There
answered Andrew. "Mine."
his
he had an interview
pocket.
over.
ot
women
the
The organized
Mrs. Thaw, who had previously
with
OPEN NEW BRIDGE
state will demand that something be
Pittsburgh, Dec. 15. With an auto- done to provide for those in want benefited the college, and she pre
sented him with a large check. Two
mobile parade, speeches and a ban- The fact that New Mexico has no
poor
quet, the new Chartlers creek bridge, houses or poor farms is no longer a hours later another friend gave him
crossing the creek between McKees boast but a reproach. In no year has his expense money for traveling.
Rocks, and Chartiers township, was the need of legal provision for the Dr. Steffens sent the Thaw money
onformally opened today. The new destitute been as. acute as in this and to pay off the professors, and went
to
New
ward
before
and
York,
again
bridge is a modern structure, replac- statistics are being gathered to lay
returning to Iowa had obtained for
ing the old White bridge. P. F. Bren-na- before the legislature.
the college $97,000. It was a woman
president of McKees Rocks borA reform, school for girls will be
who gave him a start, and today it
ough council, was master of cere- one of the demands. New Mexico has
was a woman's gift of a magnificent
"V
monies.
made absolutely no provision for the
,
gymnasium that he accepted.
care of wayward' girls. The reform
are
the
institution
students
The
of
KEGEL BACK AT WORK
school for boys is to be made an in fvom Geiman families
of the central
Santa Fe, Dec. 13. Assistant Trav- dustrial school for
boys." There is also west. Many sons of German farmers,
eling Auditor Walter L. Kegel return- talk of an institution for foundlings.
deprived of elementary Bchool educaed today after two weeks' absence at
It is considered nothing short of a tion In boyhood, or who do not speak
his former home at Raton, and will be scandal
that bodies of new born in- English fluently, enroll at the German
on duty during the checking up of all
fants are found occasionally and no college rather than at other colleges.
the state offices which begins tomor!
Investigation is made as to whence
row.
they came, how they died, or who are
GOES TO PORTLAND CHURCH
the parents. It is not so long ago
Ore., Dec. 15. Rev. J. N.
Portland,
ALABAMA HOTEL MEN GATHER
that two such infants were found in Skinner, former pastor of the MemorBirmingham, Ala., Dec. 15. H. M. the river bed of the Santa Fe.
ial Presbyterian church of Detroit and
Burt of Birmingham was in the chair
It is urged that a state board of Davenport Presbyterian church at
when the
convention of charities and Jurisdiction could be en Washington, wil arrive here today to
the Alabama Hotel Men's association trusted with the management of the become pastor of the Rose City Presopened this morning. A feature of the penitentiary, the reform school, the byterian church. Although in the
gathering is a barbecue at Roebuck proposed industrial schools, the funds thirties the young minister has made
Springs. The spring meeting will
expended on charitable institutions a record In social work and in boys'
be held at Annlston.
and for charity and that such a con work.

FOOTBALL OF
DEMOCRATS

'

semi-annu-

pro-ba.b- ly

of the Neighbor.

of his friend. Charles was the black
sheep of the village, and it was often
said that his brother-in-lawould com
plete his ruin.
Commiserating glances were often
thrown at the pretty wife as she
passed by. She seemed so devoted to
her husband. How long would it be be
fore her eyes were opened? Could she
not read her husband's character in
the flashy attire, the money that he
y
smile,
spent so lavishly, the
so different from the sour visages of
Four Falls?
And then, everybody knew that it
was no legitimate business which took
him away. He was not traveling for
any firm.
miss riumtree sat in a daze for a
long time. She must tell Mrs. Usher,
But how could she without betraying
her own breach of trust? She looked
at the beading of the letter again. It
was Fortstown, of all places, where all
the flashiest "sports" went about that
time tor the county fair.
Suddenly a brilliant idea came to
her. She knew there was another letter in the mail addressed to Mrs.
Usher by her husband. She found it
and looked at it. It was mailed from
another city, and, like its predecessor,
it was unfastened. Mr. Usher was
careless with his mail.
The postmistress quickly exchanged
the envelopes.
Then, sealing them
carefully, she handed them to the car
rier for delivery. After that she
waited.
About half an hour after the dellv
ery Mr. Charles Black came Into the
post office with a singular expression
on his face.'
"Any letters for me?" he asked.
"Why, I think there was one for you,
Mr. Black," answered Miss Plumtree,
watching him narrowly.
Mr. Black looked perplexed and
walked away. And Miss Plumtree
squinted out up the street, watching
for her victim. Surely enough, there
she was coming down.'
"Good morning, Miss Plumtree," said
Rose Usher.
"Good morning, Mrs. Usher," said
the postmistress. "I think there was a
letter for ycu this morning."
"Yes, I hve Just received It," an
swered the girl. To the disgust of the
postmistress there was not the shadow
of trouble on her face.
, "Do you know, Mr. Usher is growing
very tareless," she continued, laugh
ing. "What do you think he did? He
actually put a letter to my brother into
my envelope."
"Dear me!" murmured Miss Plum
tree. Then, venomously, "It isn't that
he takes anything, you suppose, is it?'
she asked.
Rose Usher turned on her with dig
nity. "My husband is the finest man
in the world, I would have you know,'
...
sh answered. ever-read-
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iEive this round of Christmas Spirit
This clean-c- ut
crystal-glas- s
humidor of P. A. will certainly carry the spirit
vi mioimds iu uuu uiessea man wnom you want to remember. It has the
look of quality just can't help it, 'cause the double-goo- d
smokings inside is
F.A, Yes, there's no holiday package too good for "him. " So make it

r)SD3E AUSHT

-

the national joy smoke
The one pipe food that cannot bite the tongue or parch the throat, because the wonderful
patented process, controlled exclusively by us, takes out the sting and loaves P. A. as
biteless as a day-ol- d
pup. Get him P. A. in this handsome humidor. That knob on the cover
holds a sponge to keep P. A. in the freshest and best of condition.
Every time he takes off
that cover he'll think of you in the spirit that goes to him on Christmas
morning. , You
needn't try to think of the gift that he'll appreciate. It's here. Not very many days left,
either. Just ask for this fine P. A. package in any store that sells tobacco. Also in the
tidy red tin, 10c, and the toppy red bag, 5c, for men who like to buy from day to day.

R.

J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.

Winston-Sale-
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N.
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mercKandise we
are compeU'd to use this method to reduce our
stock; We will give you 25 per cent Discount on
All Men's and Boys
i
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WE ALSO HAVE FOR THIS SALE
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an. over stock
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Forty Dozen Fifty Cent Neck Ties at 25 Cto. Etagft
All new up to date Ties Reversible and Flowing Ends.

I

Copyright Hilt Schiffner

SALE OPENS

f

SALE CLOSES

Dec. 15th

1

if

Dec. 24th

course of time became a captain of as the most vitriolic satirist of hia day.
When his book "Tales of Soldiers
'Infantry. He was wonded at Cliicka-- '
manga, the scene of one of his most and Civilians" was published In the
and most horrible later '80s it was pounced upon by revividly written
tales. Of the end of this battle he viewers, who declared it to be more
harrowing than Poe; but at the same
says in his journal:
(By Bailey Millard in New York Times)
Had the confederates marie one time the style was recognized as that
War has blotted out another bright lost. His publisher, the Neale com- more general attack we should have of a master. "A Son of the Gods,"
life that of Ambrose Bierce, a unique pany, which was paying him royalties had to meet them with the bayonet one of the stories in this book, Is fairA young officer
figure in American literature whose on his collected works, cannot reach alone. I don't know why they did ly representative.
vivid army tales and keen satirical him with its checks or letters of in- not; probably they were short of am- whose division is halted at the edge
papers and poems stamped him as one quiry, and neither his daughter, Mrs. munition. I know, though, that while of a wood to spare the lives of the
of the most original and versatile of 11. D. Cowden of Bloomington, 111., the sun was taking itn own time to set skirmishers rides forward alone to
writers. Bierce was a master of Eng- nor his secretary, Miss Carrie Chris- we lived through the agony of at the crest of a bare bridge, to make
He then
lish, as even his most ephemeral work tiansen of Washington, with each of least one death each, waiting for them the enemy disclose himself.
rides on In a storm of rifle fire.
will show, and technically none could whom he corresponded regularly, has to come on.
The dust drifts away. Incredible!
At last it grew too dark to fight.
touch him. He corrected Kipling, and had any word from him for nine
Then away to our left and rear some That enchanted horse and rider have
.
Howells, and in hia critical essays he months.
showed where many other famous auAt the time he joined Villa he was of Bragg's peole set up "the rebel passed a ravine and are climbing anthors failed in their ' facts or their 72 years old. His friends unite in yell." It was taken up successively other slope to unveil another condiction.
He wrote the ' most grue- saying that if he were alive he would and passed around to our front, along spiracy of silence, to thwart the will
most
some,
harrowing, the most ter- not have left them so long in sus- our right and in behind us again un- of another armed host Another mo
rible tales ever published in this coun- pense. There has been a report from til it seemed almost to have got to ment and that crest too, is in eruptry. Some of his poems were of rare San Francisco that on leaving that the point whence it started. It was tion. The horea rears and strikes the
strength and (beauty.' His "Invoca- city for Mexico ho was very despond- the ugliest sound that any mortal air with his forefeet They are down
tion" Is said to have been the real In- - ent, and that he was1 going back to his ever heard even a mortal exhausted at last But look again the man has
inn nf ..Klnlinfr'a "IUGRS!oTial." old game of war because he. Jacked and unnerved by two days of hard detached himself from tho dead artfc
and In this Instance newspaper men the courage to commit suicide. There fighting without sleep, without rest mal. He stands erect, motionless.
have pulled the deadly parallel to the is another rumor that he actually did and without hope. There was how-eve-r. holding hia saber in his right hand.
'a space somewhere at the back straight above his head. His face is
supposed confusion of the famous efface himself In Sonora.
Neither of these stories deserves of us across which that horrible yell toward us. Now he lowers his hand
Englishman.
Bierce led a most remarkable lif- e- credence. I knew the man well. He did not prolong itself, and through to a level with his face and moves it
half hermit, half Bohemian, and alto- was a fatalist and did not believe In that we finally retired in profound outward, the blade of the saber de
scribing a downward curve. It is a
gether egotistical and cynical. In the assisting fate. There are those who silence and dejection unmolested, i
After the war, irom which he sign to us, to the world, to posterity;
west he was the most hated and fear- affect to believe that he is letting the
ed of writers, and also the most court reports of his death go uncontradict- emerged as Major Bierce, he flipped It is a hero's salute to death and his
ed and spoiled. He lampooned near- ed that he may enjoy the reading of a coin to see whether he would go tory I
Again the spell is broken. Our men
ly everybody in political and private his obituaries. But I should say that in for literature or a military career.
life with hair raising audacity. As the this were very unlikely. Vain he was, Literature won and he began to write attempt to cheer; they are choking
dean of Pacific coast letters he made and not a little curious as to what essays and stories. The year 1870 with emotion; they utter hoarse, disand unmade authors and poets. The men thought of him, but not so vain found him in London in the brilliant cordant cries; they, clutch their weaset of which Tom Hood was leader. pons and press tumultuously forward
dilettante worshipped him. He has cr so curious as that.
been called "the American Swift" "the
Ambrose Bierce had a peculiarly There he sent forth such poignant Into the open. The skirmishers, with
last of the satisirlsts," and "the Mau anomalous position in the world of shafts of ridicule of men and institu- out orders, against orders, are going
passant of the west." He was an letters. The public, seeking out the tions as to earn for him the Bobriquet forward at a keen run, like hounds
unleashed.
iconoclast of the first order.
best sellers, was little acquainted of "Bitter Bierce."
In the end, of course, the young
When Villa rose against Huerta and with his writings. This was partly
On returning to America, Bierce
the constitutionalists rushed to arms, for the reason strange as it may seem went west. In 1880 he was manager hero is slain, but the inspiration of
Bierce, who was a northern captain that he despised popularity and all for a mining company In the Black his deed leads his comrades to vic
in the civil war and was brevetted that the world stands for. This was Hills, where he had some desperate tory.
In his next volume of tales, "Can
tnaior for exceptional gallantry, went not merely from the desire to be dif- adventures with bad men, chiefly
to Mexico and joined the staff of the ferent, but for the reason that he 1'" highwaymen. Later he was employed Such Things Be?" Bierce appeared as
doughty general. After the battle of ed and thought entirely out of the as a writer by Frederick Marriott of the most distinctive exponent of the
Torreon he was missing and has not grnve. Like Thoreau, he held "men the San Francisco News-LetteHere supernatural and terrible the world
been heard from since. There is so and their dirty institutions" in utter he was given a free hand, and in his has ever seen in literature. You may
little doubt of his death that his contempt. He would have lit his ci pungent paragraphs he attacked every search Poe through and never find
friends and relatives have given up gar with a t age of Emerson and would body, high and low, and soon made such riotous imagination as is reveal
searching for him and mourn him as have" Thrown Longfellow into the as-- a name for himself all over the west ed in "The Damned Thing," "Moxon's
,
can,
Master," and "The Middle Toe of the
Ho wculd never defer in the slight
Right Foot."
1:;;7
Bierce was ever a fighter, in civic
est to the literary or philosophical HEAR DEATH
life as in war.
of his fellows, cared nothing
opinions
13
The bitterest of all his journalistic
vawvi for what they might say of his perBY Sf.iOTHERIIIG battles was waged against Coilis P.
sonal conduct, however slnguar or ofHuntington, who in 1896 was conductfensive, and though he committed
and
custom
gave
breaches
cf
ing a powerful lobby at Washington
many
many affronts, he never apologized.
But IlaskaJ, Willi Air of Culm, to pass his refunding bill, releasing
him and bis associates of the Central
Probably Bierce was more widely
Pacific railroad from their obligations
known in the west than In the east,
Effects Her Delirerance.
to the government Bierce went to
although he lived and worked on the
Atlantic side during his best period
Washington. A newspaper man said
Draper, N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, cf to Huntington, "Bierce is in town."
of production. He made no friends fliis
place, says: "1 suffered for years,
"How much does he want?" cynicalamong the literati, and was constant- with pains in my left side, and would
mem
asked Huntington.'
often
in
smotner
to
almost
death.
witn
puuuo
ly
iauit
VT
Infant
life's
makes
finding
perEvery tiny
Medicines patched me ud for awhile
The remark was reported to Bierce.
speotive wider and brighter. And what- - '!prlnt. He thought nothing of Crucl-eve- r
there la to enhance its arrival and
T4
"Please go tack and tell him," said
anyooay but then 1 would get worse again. Finalto ease and comfort the expectant mother ; fying a popular Idol.
should be given j attention. Among the j wrote about war, for example, he was ly, my husband decided he wanted me to that Journalist, "that my price la 73
the
so
woman's
he
try
Cardui,
tonic,
real helpful things fs an external ab- domlnal application known as "Mother's 'pretty sure to be challenged by Bierce, bought me a bottle and I began using it milltion dollars. If when he is ready
Friend." There Is scarcely a community wn0 was deeply versed In army af-b- It did me more good than all the medito pay I happen to be out of town he
what has its enthusiastic admirer of t,
cines I had taken.
a
been
not
military
may hand it to my friend, the treasonly having
this splendid embrocation, it is so well .fairs,
I have induced many ot my friends ta
thought of by women who know that most engineer with General Thomas, but Ery
of the United States."
Cardui, and they all say they have urer
drug stores throughout the United States
carry "Mother's Friend" as one of their having the whole theory and practice Been benefited by its use. There never -- This 75 million dollars was the
staple and reliable remedies. It is applied , 0f modern warfare at his finger's ends, iias been, and never will be, a medicine amount claimed by the government
to compare with Cardui. 1 believe it is
to the abdominal muscles to relieve the
Pacific.
There is no doubt that to Bierce, as a i good
Strain on ligaments and tendons.
medicine for all womanly trou from the Central
was
Those who have used It refer to the member of General Villa's staff, the i!es."
defeated and the
v.
Huntington
v
during the
For over 50 Tears. Cardui has been re- - money was paid into the treasury. To
0We DOt ft littlQ 01
refer to the absence of nausea, often so their success,
leving woman's sufferings and building Bierce was given much of the credit
weak women up to health and strength.
prevalent as a result of the natural
NeW England
of
for the successful campaign made
was
who
Bierce,
If you are a woman, give tt a fair trial
expansion. In a little book are described
more fully the many reasons why parentage, was In Ohio when the civil t should
the great railroad man.
against
a
as
it
has
surely help you,
"Mother's Friend" has been a friend
north
for
enlisted
the
nillion
others.
He
war
began.
indeed to women with timely hints, sugGet a botUe of Cardui
It in 1861, while in his twenty-firs- t
gestions and helps for ready reference.
year.
FAMOUS TENDERLOIN CLOSED
should be in all' homes. "Mother's Friend"
and
San Francisco, Calif., Deo. 15. The
may he bad of almost any druggist, but if Because of his marked ability
WHtt to: Chsttsnoofa Medlclns Co, Ladles
you fall to find It write us direct and also
ra- Idfisory DsC Chaltanoos. Tenn., fjr Sfciai red
rose
as
soldier
a
he
great
bravery
to
light abatement law goes into ef
Bradlleld Regulator Cft.
write for book
imtruciimi on your use and
book, "Moms
4Q3 J.aioar Hldg., Atlouta, Ca.
pidly from the ranks, and In the rrestmatior Wamso." in plain wraucsr. B.C. lit fect today, and the famous tenderloin

Writer Who Outdid Poo in
Horror a Victim of Mexico

section of the Golden Gate la no more.
The keeera of the resorts were notified that the law would be rigidly enforced, and the police will get busy
if the resorts are not all out of business today. It is believed that the
dive keepers will accept the inevitable
for there has been a grand moving out
during the past week, many of the resort keepers going to other cities.

other luxuries are tabooed be parti utilized tbia year In the
the Baltimore citizens. The purchas3 of the test American
palct
fund for the relief ot the city's poor ings.
and unemployed will be increased by
Interest among American artists ia

candy, and
by most of

many thousands of dollars before
nightfall Mayor J. IL Preston is
heading the work of raising the fund.
and has found a hearty response.
Wheezing! n the lungs indicates that
phlegm Is obstructing
the ajr pas
BALLARD'S
sages.
HOREHOTJND
SYRUP loosens the phlegm so that it

Beat For Kidneys Says Doctor
Dr. J. T. It. Neal, Greenville, So.
Car., says that in his 30 years of ex can be coughed up and ejected. Price
perience he has found ho preparation 25e, SOc and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
for the kidneys equal to Foley Kidney Central Drug Co. Adv.
Pills. In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Best you
EXHIBIT OF PAINTINGS
can buy for ' backache, rheumatism,

very keen, and the best productions
have been gathered for the display,
which will be on daily exhibition until
January 24. The art Jury that win
decide the winners Is composed of
Edward W. Redfield, chairman. Ed- m'md C. Tarbell, Ralph Clarkson, Rob
ert Henri and Erail Carlsen. The first
prize is $2,000 in cash and th Hmv
coran gold medal, and there are three
other prizes.

Checks Croup Instantly
You know croup is aangeronus. And
kidney and bladder ailments. O. G.
Washington, Dec. 15. The Corcor you ought to know too, the sense ot
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
an Gallery of Art today opened its security that comes from
having FoAdT.
fifth biennial exhibit of paintings ley's Honey and Tar Compound in the
from the brushes of American art house. It cuts the thick mucus
and
"SELF DENIAL" DAY" ,
ists. Liberal orizes. donated
clears away the phlegm, stops the
Baltimore, Dec., 15.Today
has Senator William A, Clark of Montr
and
'

strangling cough
gives easy
been set apart by the council as "Self ana, are to be awarded,
together with breathing and
sleep. Every us- Denial Day," and In accordance wltU .the Corcoran medals. In addition to er ts a friend.quiet
O. G. Schaefer at!
the spirit of the occasion, cigars, soda. the awards, the Orccraa fund will Bed Cross
Drug Store. AdT.
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a burglar, finally comes to the con(he hiiinie of unnatural parents, rela- clusion that he has been hired as the
tives aud exploiters, were defense.es.;.
GO
One surrusief day in 174 charitable
secretary .to a private lunatic asylum.
And so on it goes.
workers visited a woman dyin,? of
ESTABLISHED 1879
Lest you forget, the curtain rises
tuberculosis 'n the slums of New
AT
ON
ork. She complained that she could
ai 8:45 o'clock.
alof
the
because
in
die
uot
peace
published by
most orient cries of a child In an
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
IMPORTANT CHANGES
adjoining room. A little waif, Mary
DAY
(Incorporated)
Ellon by name, was found locked in
a bare room.. Her bend and body
IN THE TIME TABLE
.Editor were covered with Ibmises and cuts,
M. M, PADGETT...
PERFORMANCE OF "THE PRIVATE
Y, M. C. A. WILL CLASH WITH THE
rusand in the room were found the
'
SECRETARY" IS SET FOR
NEWTON, KANSAS, RAIL.
IMPORTANT CHANGES
ty shears with which her Btepmother
ROAD TEAM
POPULAR HOUR
:6B
Mi
had been in the habit of torturing tha
CONSIDER
SANTA FE OFFICIALS
child. Stirred to the depths of their
ALTERATIONS AT TOPEKA
Coach Dowden of the Y. M. C A.
Important to thoja going to the
the charity-worke- rs
appealel
hearts
MEETING
announces
Bast
Uie
that the association will
at
aj,
Eutered,
poetoffice
to many officials, organizations and Elks' performance of "The Private
basketball season on
winter
the
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for
open
announcement
' The Santa Fe officials now
influential citizens, always to receive Secretary" wjll be the
meeting New Year's day when it will meet the
through the United States
of
the
time
rise
the
curtain.
of
of
the
the disheartening reply: "We can do
at Topeka, Kas., for a discussion of Santa Fe railroad Y. M. C. A. team
aalla as second class
In deference to the folk who have to
in the time card will make of Newton, Kas., in the first game of
nothing unles3 the child is brought to
changes
us legally and proof offered that an work on Thursday night and also to some radical alterations in the schedthe year.
TERMS OF SUBSCRITION
offense has been' committed." It hap- those who may. want to do some of ule tqt the trains passing through here,
The Y. team began practice last
Daily, by Carrier
pened that' there Existed a society their Christmas shopping early,. "The it is j rumored. The meeting has not week and although the first team line'kill
his
not
make
Private
.05
Secretary"
$
for prevention of cruelty to animals.
fer Copy
made public the new time sheets, so up has not been chosen the coach has
. .15 As a last resort the charity workers bow ta.Laygans untiL the hour of no confirmation
One Week
of the rumors can be a likely crowd of candidates to choose
5
roll up at ex
.65 tamed there, and in the "dark days 8:45.One Month
obtained. The .revised schedules will from. Practice will be held four
and'
9
not
hour
at
that
o'clock,
7.80
TO's
the first legal protection actly
of the
One Year..
be made known next week; In all prob- times a week, on Monday?- -' Tuesday,
Dally, by Mall
given an abased child - was under the as some gay when reading this article. ability, and will go into effect Janu
Thursday and Friday evenings. Last
..$6.00 laws that protected dumb- animals. The fact being that a, large part of ary 1, 1915.
One Year (In advance)
night a two hour workout convinced
Six Months (In advance)........ 3.00 That experience set In motion the the! plot will be unfolded. In the first
is rumored that train No. 8, east the coach that the Y. will have a team
It
7.00 movement that resulted in the first part of the first act, It behooves those
One Year (In arrears)
which hitherto has gone capable of meeting all comers. Among
bound,
3.50 society in the world for. the preven- who really want to enjoy the performtlx Months (in arrears)
Las Vegas at 2:30 o'clock In those showing up well are the two
through
ance to be strictly on time.
tion of cruelty to children.
the morning, will arrive here at about
Mackel, Hite, Hendln, Gal- world
Whole
the
There will be three distinct sur 9 o'clock in the morning. No. 1, west Stewarts,
enlightened
Today
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
an'd
Emmert H. Stewart and
legos
is arrayed in defense of its children. prises for those who see "The Private
GROWER
bound, which has reached here at 1:20 White, two of last year's team, will
forbooks fairly bristle with
Secretary." First, the really clever in the afternoon, will In future reach
$2.00 Statute
One Year
form the nucleus for this year's squad.
laws that offer protection to performance that the all star cast whl
midable
same time
1.00
the
at
Six Months,,.... ..,
here
approximately
Steps are now being taken to ortheir moral, mental and physical wel give this professional play; second, as No. 8.
ganize the Normal, High school, Y.
r
fare.
society as an the unique program that will be dis
7, west bound, it is thought, will and West
No.
side teams into a city
(Cash In Advance for Mall
inspiration, children's aid societies, tributed, and thirdly, the artistic set become" a
solid mail and league to provide some home basket-bil- l
practically
Subscriptions.)
human associations, foundling hospi- tings for the play which have been
in
at a minimum expense. It is exRemit by check, craft or money tals and their like have sprung up all made for the occasion. The cast will express train, arriving here early
Qf at 4:20 in the
the
instead
morning
not
we
will
CHRISTMAS CANTATA
rder. If sent otherwise
pected that a joint meeting of repre- C. H. Bally, to be held at St. Paul's
over the world. In tne United States hold all its rehearsals in the opera
is made No. sentatives of these four teams will be Memorial
If
this
afternoon.
thange
The Bible school of the Christian
for
church. Elks will march
450
loss.
socielies
e responsible
house from now on in order to become 7
today there are about
probably will be run ahead of the called the latter pan of the week and in a body to the undertaking establish- church is preparing a beautiful ChristSpecimen copies free on application. vvliose purpose is the prevention of accustomed to the big stage, acoustics
bound flyer to relieve that train definite steps taken toi'risuct1 a ment
west
-- Uiand escort the body; toj tne mas cantata to be rendered on Wedcruelty to children, while it'iastl- etc.
of Its mail car No. 3 will be later league, In which case devotees of the church. All other
more
100
at
are
least
theer
lodges and the fire nesday evening, December 23, at 8
that
AT mated
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
The tickets are merrily going at and No.' '4 will go
through earlier, it floor game will have ample opportun- men are invited to nieei at the Elks' o'clock.
cantata is entitled
such societies scattered through the
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Murphey's. Today the rack looks as is said'" "
"
"Santa's Surprise," and takes in 40
ity to witness and participate in their home and accompany the Elks.
civilized countries. Even Asiatics and though someone had taken a
PAID FOR
t
favorite sport.
Africans are now protecting their at it, but there are several good seats
characters, besides the young ladies
By order of the Exalted Ruler.
WILLIAM H. SPRINGER,
who assist in the choruses. "Santa
TODAY IN CONGRESS
youth of both, sexes from inhuman ex- yet to be procured by those who "do
ATTENTION E. ROMEROS
Exalted 'Ruler.
"The North Wind," "The Icicle
Advertisers are guaranteed the ploitation and abuse. During its 40 it now."
Cl8us,"
Washington, Dec. 13. Senate: Met
All members of the B. Romero Hose DAVID CONDON, Secretary.
"The Fairies," "The Sailor
Boys,"
largest dailv and weekly circulation years of benevolent, work, the New
Remember "The Private ecretary" at noon.
and Fire company are hereby ordered
"The Dollie Girls," "The Bucof any newspaper in northern New York Society for the Prevention or is not a
Boys,"
"heavy drammer" but ratner
Hearings on' the waterpower site to meet tomorrow afternooa at 2
NOTICE T. F. B.
Mexico.
caneers" and boys and girls of the
Cruelty to Children alone investigat- a
It
bill were continued before the o'clock at the Elks' home to escort
comedy.
'
light,
joyful,
laughing
Inleasing
ed about 350,000 complaints that
All are Invited to this enis nothing if not funny. Well, now lands committee.
All members of the Fraternal Broth dialogue.
the body of our departed brother, C.
volved the welfare of about 1,000,030
tertainment and those desiring may
for Instance: One uncle has never
The banking committee considered H. Bally,, to St. Paul's Memorial erhood wishing to accompany the body
TELEPHONES
New York children under the age of
bring one or more apples to be given
seen
his
lakes
and
he
C.
another
to
the
nephew
rural credits legislation.
of our late Brother
II. Baily
church.
16. Nearly 200,000 of these were res
as
a gift to the Las Vegas hospital.
Business Office
Main 2
for him." The English gentleman hires
The commerce cbmmlttee worked
cemetery following' the funeral, will
Immoral surroundings, phy
By order of the foreman.
News Department
Main 9 cued from
a
for
buying
private secretary "sight unseen" and on the administration bill
please leave word with Brother Will
LUDWIG WM. ILFELD,
sical cruelty, meglept ;aid destitution.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOOK
' Foreman.
gets a young aport. The old maid a merchant marine.
F. Doll: on Sixth street .on or before
O.
labor
W.
in
its
state
WOODS,
unioa'Jias
the
Every
Kansas
City, Dec. 15. Hogs, receipts
.
takea the private secretary as the
House: Met at 11 a. m.
Wednesday morning.
Secretary.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1914.
laws which effect.tbeJJAOO.OOO AmerMarket
steady. Bulk $6.907;
lost medium she has been waitAll members are requested to be at 13,000.
Passed a concurrent resolution for
ican working fooys.iau&alxls, between long
heavy
$6.957; pigs $6.256.76.
ing for. The bogus private secretary
the Pag( Undertaking establishment
holiday recess from December 23
ATTENTION ELKS
the ages of Ifti and:
jiyblch the
'
Cattle,
receipts 12,000. Market steaUSX LIS, DA UG HI lilt
is
heavily in debt and the writ Is to December 29.
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock to
child labor; commission Is. en
fed
steers $9.5011;
Prime
to
at
dy.
the go in a
All Elks are requested
be
The naval committee resumed hear
Thi Is the way it looks to one coun deavoring te Trrake-- uniform through served on the real private secretary.
body to SL Paul's Memorial western steers
calves $610.
Wednes2
at
o'clock
.
home
Elks'
$79;
editor:
Episcopal church to attend the funeral
out the nation. There are children's The real private secretary, after being ings on the naval bill. .
tyD.town
5,000. Market steay.
'..December
receipts
1914,
for
,16,.
Sheep,
afternoon,
day
until
head
and
around
his
appro
The
logislatMfr'
C. Grineli in the Amerlcus Kas.) courts to
swims,
judicial
of Brother
ally.
...j: ., Lambs
dispense .justice to a large jostled
in the
yearlings $8.25
$7.908.40!
'
' v
Greeting: Llslen daughter: Don't go part of the 25,000 juvenile delinquents after being accused of "being every priation bill was debated upon on the the purpose of participating
'
'
T.'
President. 7.40.
J.
our
late
of
BUHLER,
services
funeral
brother,
from
a
medium
to
floor.
spiritualistic
moping around the house and signing reported annually in this country. thing
like a freight train cutting 1ojs3 tha There are homes for the crippled and
"71
air brakes: and don't be walking the deaf and dumb, 'nd there' are
around with your eyes all puffoi up places where the wooing mother
and red from tears, simply b;iue may leave her children flaring tne day
'
you can't have clothes that wouldn't while she is outside 6t her home
The'
look good anywhere except on one of earning a livelihoods..
those freak magazine cover girls. I
know it's a pretty tough old world, A LAST APPEAL
from your range of vision, because
FOR STARVING BELGIANS
Hi..,
(feejlN? tktaM
your ma and I have forbidden you to To the Editor.' :
i
N.Mr
wear skirts that are too high and
Dear Sir;
waists that are too low. I know, child,
Your state Has contributed generousthat some of the other girls are chas
towards the relief of Belgian sufly
ing around the street in costumes that fering but to avert starvation this
would shame a burlesque troupe and
winter more help Is still necessary.
attracting lota of attention; but did There are doubtless many who have
STOCKS VERY COMPLETE
you ever notice just what kind of
not yet come to the aid of a people
SPECIAL SALE OF FANCY RIBBONS
Of
AT
course
DAINTY
attract?
VAILIEH
you
they
$3,98
without a countrya people who
haven't. You don't happen to be with must
are
exhibit
now
one
finest
of
PrePared
Jhe
XTi
merci
perish unless Americans
35c
To 50c Fancy Ritfbons, pel yard
in earshot when some of the boys say
An attractive showing of Gold LaVallieres in
lines of merchandise ever shown in our
fully blessed with peace come to their
59c
To ,T5c Fancy Ribbons, dct yard
what they really think about the aid.
beautiful designs with attractive settings, susf;
?3c
To $1.00 Fancy Ribbons, per yard
cinity. It is a real pleasurlltoHsf?ow',the pret'other girls." Thank God you don't
pended from gold neck chains. A dainty pleasing
As treasurer of the Dollar Christmas
ty hew things bought especially for December 1914 paCharming new Warp Prints," Brocaded and Stripped
You're too young to know these things fund I make this last appeal to the
' A Ribbons
Gift
Christmas
in all light and dark colors.
$3.98
is invited.
of
trons.
our
Inspection
goods
yet awhile.
charity of your., readers. Christmas
You say the other girls laugh at Is the season of goodwill.
Without
your simple pretty little frocks and at their help old men, frail women and
your freckles. Let 'em laugh. That little children will bewlthout bread
B
filiows they arTffie other kind of girls. and without shelter from the blasts of
Your mother and I met each other winter.
NONE RESERVED
INSPECTION INVITED
long, long ago. I loved her enough to We have collected over $30,000 so
p.sk her to marry me and she cared far In our effort to avert starvation
euo'igb. for me to answer "yes." We and we are acting with a big London
liave been happy ever since. Our mar- fund which has collected over $400,000,
riage took. It didn't take any split Already we; have distributed conjoint
skirt or silhouette gown to make me ly a large proportion of the receipts
fall in love "with your mother. 8he and we hays arranged to cable money
never had such contraptions on in her to the London fund which Is well or
life. And I didn't go prancing up and ganized to distribute relief AS LATE
?.
i
Iown Main street with a monkey hat AS CHRISTMAS eve. When peaco
v
v
'A ,o;vr t
U
"5
on the back of my head and a cigar-tt- is happily restored you will be glad
V'N .A'
j
to reflect that so far' as you personpoked out In front of my face.
If
smile
Let the other girla
they ally are concerned your aid was forthf This store abounds with "good will" toward all. Big and
Qaite a uniciUe collection of toys and dolls has been, as
vant to, but just watt for the finish. coming at a moment of tragic crisis
sembled. The beginning of the Christmas geasoij"fi finds us
Little Folk always find a hearty welcome. No long fades can
Tou won't find the decent young to help a famlslii. g people.
S
i
i
to
to
If
want
ever
Even
would
I
kind
give
given
not only with a comprehensive stock of smart dolls
chaps, the
yot",vt"
ready,
doors
customers
On
our
be
found
here.
seem
to
be
entering
my little girl to, marrying any of the ''tl.er fund I teg ou In the name of
well.
in
as
values
with
but
wonderful
toys
many
fund
to
li manlty ais'tt f'c Christmas
"other girls."
filled with gratefulness for the very joy of living.
That's right; have a good cry if you HELP TO SEND A CHRISTMAS GIFT
want to; it'll do you good. But re- WORTHY bF"AWlERICA a tribute
member, Dad knows Jest. So put on of sympathy from one people to anVIE ARE VERY fJOCH ALIVE
GQRIE IN AND SEE THE LINE
that pretty little dress, the one we all other whose needs and sorrows are Imlike, and we'll all go to the moving measurable.
For the last time and BEFORE IT
picture Bhow and have some ice cream
MACKINAW COAT8 and
NEW HAND BAGS AT $3.98
WO MEN'8 HEAVY
MEN'S 'COAT SWEATERS
afterwards. Hurry up! It's getting IS TOO LATE I Beg you to send a
War-Te- n donation to our fund which I shall be
'
to
miss
want
'
we
:
don't
; J JI1BBE0 SWEATERS
late, and
SMOKING JACKETS
M
?t
Beautiful' Seal and",V
Imported Leathers ' glad to acknowledge and transmit. "It
$3.00 and S3.S0 Values $2.W
Kerrigan. That's right, smile.
,1M.
Is human to pity; godlike to relieve."
e
to Nrfolk BJylfB
Oxford Grays anA Browns, sizes from
In this aBsortment you will find some
B&sa ln new pouch, oblong and taBor"
Please address all donations to
two large flap pockets, :
.
values..
R
exceptionally good
S4ularly
CHILD WFXF Alt
Yours truly,
.
large shawl collars;
'sold at$3.5and fl.OO..
..
ed shapes, fitted with coin holdera,"
'
world's
''ENRY
the
ago
today
clews,
Forty years
Boys', each
$4.98
SPECIAL $2.49
SPECIAL
first child we'.fare society was organ- Care of Henry Clews and Co., Bankperfume' bottles, leather purses, eto.
$2.69'
Men's, each $5.98
ers, Broad, Str?t, New York.
ized in the city of New York. It
riamed Itself the New York Society
J. Stevenson of Denver was here
for the prevention of Cruelty to Children. Prior to its origin children in today on business
I
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Fountain Pens
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In the House until December 25th

r

0

Made

Tlanfacturers in

Best

ben::lewis

Hold by the edges an aluminum pan
Harry Wenger, who formerly residhere and, was employed In the
ed
an
enamel pan of the same size,
and
so that the sides opposite your hands Murphejf drug store, has returned to
are In a small flame. .You will drop Las Vegas and is at St. Anthony's
sanitarium. Mr. Wenger "has been
th aluminum pan first.
spending several months In Ohio, but
This proves that
the change did him ho good. He ex-

Hveof

a: Fine Lot

Chrislmaffrees
Wreaths of all Hinds
Holly - Mistletoe
and a nice lot of Plants and
Supplies for Christmas ....

JUDGES

PERRY ONION

PERSONALS
Liggett's chocolates, tne best and
purest candy made, at, Murphey's Drug
Store. Adv.
,
,,
',ws
Mr. Q,
District Atlorney;-pCliarle- s
Ward returned to Las Vegas last night
from Wagon Mound where he has
been for a, few days on legal .business.
F. L. Trelawney of Chicago arrived
in Las Vegas last evening.
Mr. Trelawney Is a typewriter repair man.
He will remain here for a few days.
Mr. Trelawney is accompanied by his
wife.

Judge David J. Leahy of the Fourth
judicial district of New Mexico, is in
Albu'querque attending the meeting of
the judges of the district and supreme courts of New Mexico.
Initial letter paper and initial correspondence cards at Murphey's Drug
i
Store. Adv.
E. R. Russell returned yesterday
from a hunting trip to Ribera., Rub-se- ll
had good luck, as he sighted a
'large number of turkey and
enough to one to kill it. He brought
back a
gobbler.
F. N. Robinson arrived in Las Vegas last night from Santa Fe. He will
stay here for a short time on business.
L. L. Lloyd came in last night from
got-clos- e

Denver.

Beautiful designs, graceful shapes,
rich finish In imported
handpanted
China at Murphey's Drug Store.
Adv.

ILL

Mc-Pik-

-

HELP YOU AND

YOM

R

IN

PLAllSGURES.

THE MARKED

AND WITH

EVERYONE,
CHASES PROMPTLY,

QUICK, EFFICIENT SERVICE,
AS SELECTIONS ARE MADE.

YOU AR

If It Is for Him
A

II

SMwr

'

'

ardson,
affairs.
Raynolds.
Vicente Mares came into Las Vegas
from Wagon Mound last night. He
will make a short stay here on busi- NO ARRESTS HADE IN
ness.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Viles of Hol-maRAILROAD AVENUE ROIf
and X. Cassidy of Cleveland,
Mr.
in
town
last
drove into
night
automobile. Mr. Cassidy is the CHIEF COLES EXPECTS SOON,
senior partner in tne merchandise
RUN DOWN ,
HOWEVER-T- O
firm of Daniel Cassidy and .Company
'!- ONES
GUILTY
THE
'

,...

Cas-sidy- 's

V
of Mora..
F. M, Hughes, a merchant of Solano
Late this afternoon, the police had
drove into Las Vegas last night, putnot
arrested any, of the participants
Las
at
car
the
Vegas
ting up his
Auto and Machine shop. Mr. Hughes in Saturday night's drunken revel on
Is the postmaster of Solano and the Railroad avenue which resulted in the
general manager of the Solano Lum destruction of considerable property
in the form of plam glass. Chief
ber company.
Coles is working upon the case and
Colo.,
Las
Animas,
Ed. Mascher of
arrived In Las Vegas lastj night. He expects to have the proper evidence
will stay here for a short time on in shape soon to bring the guilty cul-

business.

HELP YOURSELF

El

PRICE

SELLING

E NABLED

MAKE

TO

YOUR

TO
PUR-

25o

A pair of President Istikpenders
A 40c value Necktie
A 75o value Necktie
....
A $1.00 value Silk
A $1.50 value Silk Muffler...
Geneva Silk Hoe:V

45c
25c
49c

Murfler..69c
98
;

5c

49c

A 75o value Hand Bag
A $L15 value Hand

Bag.....

GKves?l.25
Gloves.fl.49

A 35c value CashmereHose
i25c
250
Silk Handkerchiefs 5c' value Silk Hah4kerchefsixi.i:49cfi.j
A $3.00 value Hat for,
. ,$1.98
'A $3.50 value Hat" for.-'...- .;
.'.'I.M
A $4.50 value John B. Stetson Hat
$3.49
.
for ,
49c
A 75o value Shirt
98o
A $1.75 value Shirt
A Suit Casa atup ftrrm..
$l.t5
1.$3.98
An all leather Suit Case
$15 value Overcoats $10.90 and $9.90
.

98o

"A $1.75 value Hand Bag
...$3;.25A,
$1.49
A $2.00 Value Hand Bag
Geneva Silk Hose
A 75c value Silk Boot or Lisle
'
49c
-Hose
69c
A $1.00 value Silk Hose.
A $1.60 value Silk hpsfl.
98q
50c! value Silk Scarfs.'-...--39e
..490
FancyCApfohs, 25c, 29s and
Wal&ts....:J
."$1.98
'
$2.50
1

'

$4.0 value,!,.- fG.fa value.Fiua

,"Wlais'tF.-T-

i.- -

.

$'8.
?

-- ?i.98
value Furs
"
-$5.90
value Furs
$14.75
$22.50 value Fox Set
9Sc
Fur trim. Felt House Slippers
49c
Standard Books, of Flctio
49c
25c
and.
Gift
Books,
Pretty
10c
Xmas Box Paper up from
$1.69
Francy Crepe Apron and Cap

$7.50

$9.00

DOLLS 5c TO $5.90.
WE CAN SAVE YOU 20 PER CENT Tf 40 PER CENT ON TOYS OF ALL KNDS.
KID BODY DOLLS 25c TO $3.98. LADIES' SUITS FROM $9.90 UP. MEN'S SUITS FROM $6.90. BOYS- SUITS UP FROM $1.98. COUCH COVERS ?69o TO $2.49. PORTIERES $1.25 PAIR UP. TRUNKS $3.98 UK

fl
1,1

On
The

Plaza.

-

Pen n e

c-

vj

J

N. M.

$50,000.00

D. T.

prits to justice and Insure them an
adequate punishment.
According to the story told the police, a hilarious party, consisting of
five, gathered in a Railroad avenue saloon Saturday night to listen to some
music and wash down a few drinks.
When the place was closed at midnight
sathey congregated in front of the
loon and had ft good time while the
on their
musicians, still sawed-awa- y
Some young men who had
fiddles.
been attending a dance came along;
and a fight occurred. ' This having
ended, the party of five decided upon
a hack ride, which they accordingly
enjoyed, under the pale skies. They
completed their trip about 3 o'clock
in the morning and alighted at Railroad avenue. There they found some
mortar boxes, which they upset. They
ran away with one of Gross Kelly
and Company's wagons. Then they
entered a restaurant and had a bite
to eat. After leaving this place the
smashing of windows occurred.
Why some pf the night police were
not on Tiand to stop the
fight earlier In the nignt or to put an
end tof.i4oww,smashin5- is somer
to
thing
know. Having learned so much about
the actions of the gang that did the
work," the chiflf X:Peta to learn their.
identity and bring them to punishment

Hosklns, Cashier.

INTEREST PAID ON TINIE DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
:

-

"OFFICE

WM.

T- -

030,00000

WITH THE 6AN MIGUEL NATIONAL

BANK

G. HAYDON.

H. W. KELLY
D.

-

-

CAPITAL STOOii

..President

--

.Vice-Preside-

HOSKINS.

.

.

tfi

lily

ance.
Haurryi Maurice, a rancher from the
The Judges present at the meeting
neighborhood of Sapello, came into are E. L. Medlar, Colin Neblett, M. C.
town this morning. He will Btay here Mecham, David J. Leahy, G. A, Richfor a few days to look after business
John T. McClure and H. W.

If It Is for Her

of $1.50 value Dress Gloves98c

A pair $1.75 value Dress
A pair $2.00 value Dress
A pair of Suspendeiy.

P.RI

SURPLUS

,

t.

here, with the result that procedure
varies Inj New Mexico according to
The meeting was Informal
locality.
ALUMINUM
in character.
The conference was called several
weeks ago at the suggestion of Judge
TRADEMARK
EJ. L. Medier of Las Cruces. The sesReplace utensils that wear out with sion was supposed to be held yester
day, but, on account of the absence
utensils that "Wear-Ever.- "
of some of. the Judges it was postHardwara poned until this morning. Judge David
F. 3. GEARING,
J. Leahy of Las Vegas was In attend-

SaJe
Rule Xmas WAf

JTh Golden
$ABKED

.

J. M, Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

inum. Strong, ngnt to
rust,
handle, cannot
cannot form poisonous
compounds with acid
fruits or foods, practic
ally everlasting

.AT.
EVERYTHING

$100,000.00

HOLD MEETING

Aluminum Utensils

The most elegant
perfumesamtf
tions ever shown In the city at
phey's Drug Store. Adv.
Mr. and MrS. Robert Banks came
into Las Vegas' yesterday from Chey
H,.
enne, Wyo., to visit the family
of
Mr.
this
poors
city.
irt
Bani,
(,
lust nigm lur a rasu, wuere ne win
stay for a short time to attend to
business affairs, returning here at the
completion of his trip.
It, G. Coors, of the Coors Lumber
company of this city, left .hist night,
on a trip to Las Cruces.
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Matthews came
in yesterday afternoon from Cherry-vale.- Mrs. Matthews will leave tonight for Missouri, where she will
ialt relatives.,
e
J. S. Hunter, representing the
Dmg company of Denver, was In
town today calling on the local drug.r.ba"
gists,
L. R. Liglitor, A. M,9'Emerson and
ft. Fi Sickles, all sl Beaver, were In
Las Vegas today to; attend to some
business "affairs.
W. J. McGulre, a traveling salesman
from Denver, was In town today calling on the merchants.
Rubard came In last night from
v A
Denver for a short stay.
E. Romero, Jr., of da Romero-- - Advertising company of Albuquerque,
arrived In Las Vegas last night. He
will stay here for a few days on business and then will leave for Tierra
Amarllla to attend to personal affairs.
L. W. Condon, a rancher of Rociada,
came into town yesterday to attend
to some business here.

"1

'.lis)
CAPITAL PAID IN
'

..;

,
The judges of the district court and
become heated throughout more quick- the supreme court of New Mexico met
'
ly than enamel utensils. Food there today at Albuquerque to decide on
fore can be cooked in aluminum ware recommendations on ruics rooking to
with less fear of .scorching and with ward the uniformity of legal practice
utensiis have In this state to be recommended to
less fuel. "Wear-Ever- "
food
time
and tem- the state legislature. The judges said
and
you
expense,
that there was a lack of laws governper.
1h
"Wear-Eviering practice. Because of this attormade
"
utensil
line of French Each
neys follow the customs of the states
from
or
seams
without
solder,
joints,
toilet preparatnick tard sneet alum- - in which they practiced before coming
WEAR-EVEMur-

Phone Main 276

WE

pects to remain here permanently.

"Wear-Ever- "

I Hi

4

the world such
Clothing
by
NOTHING RESERVED. as Hirsch
Wickwi re, Society Brand and Kirschbaum.

PALACE CLOTHING CO.
We Will

mm

. .

Treasurer

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

pended over the roof of the plant in
Imminent danger' of falling. As the
big piece of metal weighs several
hundred pounds, It undoubtedly would
have wrecked the power house had it
taken a tumble.
Charles Doll, the steeple climber, an
at noon today finished rigging the necessary tackle for remov

ing the section of Btack. He erected
pole 90 feet in height between the
damaged iplpe and its twin, neighbor.
This iwas done by splicing together
two 5Woot poles, allowing ten feet for
the joint Block; and tackle were arranged, on this and suitable guy wires
were' stretched to support it It was
planned to lower the piece of metal
a

'"

by pulley.

Doll mounted the pole like

a cat several times. Yesterday h
stood upon Its top and nearly caused
the spectators to have heart failure.
Before the pole was erected Doll also
climbed each of the .smokestacks.
George Legg, a lineman, donned hia
climbers and mounted the pole, there;

by emulating Doll's

feat
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FOR LADIES OR HE

DETACHABLE HANDLES

Suit Case Size
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GOOD AS

STEEPLE CIOEER

Renewed efforts were made . .today
to take down the suspended section
of the smokestack at the Las Vegas
Light and Power company's plant, and
Indications were that the ticklish job
would be completed before nightfall.
About 30 feet of the stack, whicn is
90 feet In height, broke loose several
days ago and has been Hanging ss-
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ALL GUARANTEED
$

STACK
PLANT
CLIMBS POWER
AND MAKES TACKLE FOR REMOVING BROKEN SECTIQN.
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cheap. The Optic covers Las Vegas like a blan
Ret, guaranteeing that everybody will see your ad.

THE

15

2D.

J

3C

OLLED

NOTICE

killing occurred recently; at least,
since the deer season closed,

PARTNER

A CLOSED SEASON ACTORS

Why They Recommend Foley's Honey
and Tar.

ON BEAR

IS

INJURED

0

N FALL

P. A. Efird, Conejo, Calif. because
it produces the best results, always
cures severe colds, sore chest and
lungs and does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs." Dr. John. W. Tay
lor. LuthervWe, Ga. because "I be
GARDEN LOOKS INTO TECHNICAL lieve it to be an honest medicine and STATE GAME WARDEN SAYS A MRS. EARL McCLURE FAINTS AND
SIDE OF SHOOTING DOWN
DROPS SEVENTEEN FEET
FEW BRUINS SHOULD BE
It satisfies my patrons." W. L. Cook,
BIG GAME
TO THE FLOOR
SPARED FOR SCENERY
Neihart, Mont. because "it gives the
best results for coughs and colds of
I sell." Every user Is a
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 15. The re
Kansas City, Dec. 15. Mrs. Earl
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec, 15. Can a anything
O. G, Schaefer and Red Cross ceipts of the state game and fish war- McCIure, vaudevlll
friend.
performer, was
man, carrying a gun in the mountains
Store. Adv.
den's office in the fiscal year ending balanced on the shoulders of her hus-baand failing to have a hunting license Drug
November 30, last, increased to the
17 feet above the stage floor, in
in his possession, who shoots and
extent of $1,538.67, compared with the the finale of their equilibrist act at
bills a companion, mistaking him for
preceding fiscal year. The figures for the Empress theater yesterday aftera. doer, according to his declaration, SHERIFF
the two fiscal years have been com noon when Mrs. McCIure fainted, she
le-lo prosecuted for hunting without
pleted by State Warden Trinidad C. fell backward.- - Her husband fell too.
sal authority?
de Baca, and will appear in the report She struck on her back and was made
RECORD
ROSVELL
This is a question by far the most
that he will submit to Governor Mc unconscious. McCIure landed on his
sensational with which he has had to
Donald and the state
feet, standing, but was struck on the
dealthat State Game Warden Trini- SUIT IN ATTACHMENT THROWS At the beginning of legislature.
the ftcal year head by a heavy chair that was used
dad de Baca found confronting him
1913 the state game and fish warden's in the trick.
THE PAPER INTO OFFIwhen he opened his mail this mornoffice had a balance of $4,049.07. The
HANDS
Mrs. "McCIure suffered concussion
CIAL'S
ing.
the year amounted to of the brain with a possible fracture
receipts
during
The question was propounded by
to of the skull and Injuries to her back.
$8,571.84 and the., disbursements
(From the Roswell News)
Thomas W. Henley, deputy game war$0,690.53, leaving a balance of $5 Dr. Emanuel Manko, the
physician
den at Nogal, Lincoln county, and his
H, A. Poorbaugh, a former employe 892.88. The receipts during the fiscal who was
said last night he
called,
letter contains a recital of the killing o the Roswell Daily Record, this year 1914 were $10,110.51, and the disdid not believe Mrs. McCIure would
of Wilder Zumwalt by Harry Little. morning filed suit in the district court bursements $8,7955.15,
leaving a bal die, but that she was dangerously inIt reads:
against C. E. Mason, Grace T. Bear ance on December i, last, of $7,208.24
jured. McCIure was bruised about the
"I am somewhat at a loss as to my and the Record Publishing company.
as ine game ana nsn licenses are head and body and the tendons of
duty in a certain, case in this county The suit Is for attachment of debt, reported by calendar, and not by fis- both ankles were strained so severely
It Is this: Two parties are out hunt amounting to $436.19. Dow and Fort, cal years, the figures for 191 4 are not that he will be unable to appear on
ing and trailing a deer., One of them, attorneys are representing Mr. Poor-- yet complete. Those for 1913 follow the stage for several months.
a Mr. Wilder Zumwalt, drops behind baugh. In his complaint Mr. Poor- Big game-($1.0fee), 1212; bird
The finale of the McCIure act was
T!s partner, a Mr. Harry Little, and baugh states that his services were ($1.00.) 2794;
general ($1.50), 4187 a "thriller." On a pedestal higher
'
leing the youngest as well as the obtained under false pretenses. At
hunting ($10.00), 114; than a man's head, the husband baltest mountain climber, gets around the present time the sheriff is In
fishing ($1.00), 136.
anced himself on two chairs, placed
Little and stops on the steep mountain charge of the Record Publishing com
The licenses so far reported for 1914 one above another. Then Mrs. Mcside, waiting for Little to run the deer pany.
Include 913 big game, S1518 bird, 3217 CIure climbed on his shoulders and
so he could kill It (so it appears from
general, 75
hunting and went through a juggling act with
Gas in the stomacn comes from food 203
is tracks In the snow.)
Mr, Little,
three
fishing.
Indian clubs.
when he came to an opening In the which has fermented. Get rid of this
The returns shown from licenses
For two years the McClures have
timber, looked ahead, saw Zumwalt badly digested food as quickly as pos are exclusive of the commissions paid ended their act with It and not once
sitting on the mountain side, mistook slble If you would avoid a bilious at deputy game and fish wardens. The did they have the slightest trouble, in
Silm for a deer, and shot and broke tack; HERBINE is the remedy you total for the
last fiscal year is the
it. ' But yesterday Mrs.
his neck, killing him Instantly. Now need. It cleanses and strengthens the largest of any year since the license completing
McCIure was ill and faint when she
should he be fined for hunting out of stomach, liver and bowels, and re- law was
went on the stage. It Is a law of vaupassed.
season? So far as I can find out, he stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
Among a number of Important rec deville that, regardless of the health,
50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv
lias had no license to hunt this year."
ommendations In the report of Mr. de of the performers, an act that Is billThe letter was written last SaturBaca is one for a closed season on ed must be played. oNthing must
day, but the date of the killing of Zum- CHAMBER OF COMMERCE DINES bear. He says:
prevent it.
walt Is not mentioned. Mr. de Baca
Attleboro, Mass., Dec. 15. The on
"I do not believe that the bear Is de"Suddenly everything went black,"
"holds that there is a clear case against ly women's chamber of commerce In structive to stock interests to
the ex- Mrs. McCIure said at the Hotel EdXJttle for violation of the game laws, the United States, formed of Attle tent of being a menace. In some ward three hours latSr. She had re
and that the extent of the penalty alone boro women this month, joined with states he is protected and I can see
gained consciousness only a few minis in question, due to the lack of in--. the men's chamber of commerce to- - no reason why he should not be al utes before. "I can't remember any
formatlon asi to the' exact date of the night in a grand banquet Mrs. S. lowed a closed season In New Mexico thing that happened."
hunting tragedy. He sums up the M. Holman, wife of Colonel Holman, The sllvertip, which, if not a genuine
The curtain was rung down imme
I
who is president
of the Attleboro grizzly, is a
, scatter in this way:
very close relative, Is diately after she fell and two black
Little, admission that he was hunt- j chamber, organized the women's
still found In certain localities in this face comedians ran out on the front
deer constitutes the only possible .tier, which has nearly 100 members, state. Several
large specimens have of the stage to commance a song and
explanation of the killing of Zumwalt to boom Attleboro industries.
been killed In the Pecos national for- dance. Few persons In the audience
The deer eeason closes November
est during the past few years. How knew that the woman had even been
Lame back may come from over1, and If the tragedy occured after
ever, bo few are left that-i- t is only Injured the show continued without
ttat date Little Is liable to prosecu- work, cold settled In the muscles of a question of a very short time before halt.
tion for hunting deer out of season, as the back, or from dlseaee. In the two this
of the American forests will
well as for hunting without the nec- former cases the rtght remedy Is be king
with the 'has beens.'
ANOTHER CARNEGIE LIBRARY
catalogued
BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT. It 'A
essary license.
Rocky Mountain without a grizzly
Mr. de Baca will send a letter con- should be rubbed In thoroughly over
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 15. The new
bear Is like a tissue-pape- r
rose.' "
taining these opinions to the Nogal the affected part, the relief will be
Carnegie library at Wyandotte, Mich.,
was opened to the public today, with
deputy. The fact that Henley asks if prompt and satisfactory, price 25c,
lie should be fined for "hunting out of 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
WANTED Clean cotton rags at suitable exercises. Mayor C. H. Marr.
season" leads him to believe that the Central Drug Co. Adv.
this office.
addrefw.
delivered
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Case No. 7665
In the District Court for the Coun
ty of San Miguel, In the Fourth Judi
cial District of the State of New Mex-

T5he

OPTIC

ico.
Maurice Biehl, Plaintiff,
vs.
J. F. Dresser ,et als., Defendants.
To: J. F. Dresser; Jose L. Lopez,

as trustee and commissioner as described In the complaint in this action; Unknown Heirs of Jose Gonzales, deceased; Unknown Heirs of John
T. Dresser, deceased ; Unknown Heirs
of Jose Dolores Romero, deceased; Unknown Heirs of Lorenzo Lopez y Baca, deceased; Unknown Heirs of Desi-deriRomero, deceased ; Unknown
Heirs of Jose D." Romero, deceased;
Unknown Heirs of Maria Paubla Ro
mero de Padilla deceased; and "Un
known Claimants of Interests in the
Premises Adverse to the Plaintiff
(said premises being the land and real
estate described in the complaint in
this action); being the defendants in
the above entitled cause:
You and each of you are hereby no
tified that an action has been com
menced by said plaintiff, Maurice
Biehl, against you and each of you.
in the above entitled District Court,
said action being numbered and en
titled on the docket of said court as
above set forth, for the purpose of
quieting title in said plaintiff to Lots
numbered 24, 25 and 26 In Block No.
17 of the Lorenzo Lopez
Addition
ZIon Hill, to the town of East Las
Vegas, now City of Las Vegas, New
"
Mexico said plaintiff prays that each
and all of you, the said named defendants, may be made parties defend
ant to said action; that said plaintiffs
title and estate in the said described
lots, real estate and premises may be
established against the adverse claims
of. you, the said defendants, and each
of you, and that said defendants and
each and every one of them be barred
and forever estopped from having or
claiming any right, title or interest in
or to the said described lots, real estate or premises, or any part thereof,
adverse to the said plaintiff, and that
said plaintiffs title thereto and estate therein.be forever quieted and
set at rest, and for general relief, as
will more fully appear In the complaint in said action hereby referred

FOR SALE Residence, eight rooms,
bath, sun room, hot water heat. 1102
Eighth street. Call at house or
Room 19 Crockett block.
Durham
FOR SALE 7 registered
cows.
Apply H. K. Leonard, San
Jose, N. M., or L. Sands.
e
range with
j SALE
water front, $40 value, wlll take
$22.50 cash. The Peoples Store, opposite the former Cooley barn.

FOR.

COLUMN

Six-hol-

Lost

o

LOST Automobile crank.
Optic and get reward.

Leave at

LOST Bluebird pin, between
ter's Candy store and Columbia
nue. Return to Potter's and
ceive reward.

Potavere-

n ii IHWiliiii ntarlm'
mmmmm&0F "ibh
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
RATES FOR CLASIFIED
ADVERhi

.

TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line,
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines.
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words,
Caii in ndvance preferred.

homesteads; advance information; counties San Miguel, Guadalupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,
E

D.

C
LONGER NAVY TRAINING

Newport, R, I., Dec. 15. Beginning
today the period of instruction for apprentice seamen in the United States
months. The
WANTED Your second hand goods. navy is extended to six
the
new
of
order
navy
department
Will pay highest cash prices. The
months training
four
the
cancels
Store.
' People's
period, which was deemed by naval
experts
totally insufficient for the
WANTED Your
men to become proficient in the sev..
Picture Framing
eral branches of their work. The new
Tray Making.
order will increase the number of
Best Work Dohe
men permanently stationed here from
: Reasonable Prices.
900 to approximately 1,300.
THE PEOPLES STORE
Opposite Former Cooley Barn
:

FRENCH

PARLIAMENT

CONVENES

Paris, Deo.. 15. The French parliament convened today. It is expected
to be a short session, dealing with
exFOR RENT Furnished rooms with war loans, and will undoubtedly
in
President
confidence
Its
press
or without board. 710 Grand.
Polncare and the ministry In the conto.
,
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, duct of the war.
That unless you, the said named dewith sleeping porch, light housekeepOrder your revenue cancellors now.
fendants, enter your ; appearance In
ing if desired. 722 Grand avenue.
said action on or before the 28th. day
Phone 143.
Optic Pub. Co,
of January, A. D. 1915, judgment by
default or decree pro confesso will
be rendered against you In said ac
tion.
......20o pr1C0 lbs.
2,000 pounds or More, each dJIvery.
Said plaintiffs attorney Is A. T.
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery. ........25c per 103 lbs.
Rogers, Jrl, whose office and postof- 30c per 100 lbs.
200 pounds to 1,000 pound, each delivery..
flce address in First National Bank
50 pounds to 200 pounds, tach delivery.... ...... 40o per 100 lbs.
Building, East Las Vegas, N. M. '
.50o per 100 Ibi.
Less than 60 pounds, each dull very........
Witness my hand and seal this 15th,
day of December, A. D. 1914".
A
(Seal of said court) LORENZO DELGADO,
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Clerk of said District Court.
Lasting Qualities of Watch Have Mad Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
Rea5 The Optics Want Ads.
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We will place pn sale every- thing: in the store from
off from
to
1--

2

Dec. lOt h till

the 25tli

Lsdics Furs
Our Ladies' Fur Department
has proven a great success,
which goes to show that the
people want Genuine Furs and

Prices range from $12.50 to

W

mm

$110.00.

By buying furs from

usyou save 50 as you don't
have to pay to pay middlemen's
profit.
COME IN AND

LOOK

TflEl

OVER.

In our stock you will find
the highest grade of SUITS
O'COATS that money
ill VViEQCHESItE, and
and tailoring will produce- Adler Rochester and Sperq,
Michael make.
Xmas Price

Xmas Price

Xmas Price

CHAPMAN

LATEST SUBMARINE
IS TO HAVE
WEAPONS FOR SELF
FENSE AND ATTACK

y
LODGE NO. t, K F. A 8 o'clock. Visiting member are
welcome. J. T. Buhler, PregV
A. M. Regular communication first end dent; Mrs. J. T, Buhler, Secretary
In C. H. Baily, Treasurer.
third Thursday
cot-diall-

awh month. Ylaltlng
bitithers eordlally in
g
Washington, Dec. 15. Bids are
opened at the navy department vited. Our M. Cry. W. U., H. S. Van
today for the construction of a new Pettea, Secretary
aqd distinct type of aubmarine, the
higgest and fastest underwater craft LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. S,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Refl- in the world. The new submarines
knlar conclave second Tue-V- ,
will outclass the German U-- 9 class,
A dey is each month at Ma-just as the first dreadnaught excelled
the old type of battleship. Several sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. II. M.
of these monster fighters of tbe deep Smith, B. C; Cha. Tamme, Recorder.
will be constructed out of funds alLAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
ready appropriated by congress.
The new craft will displace about AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
cation first Monday In each
1,200 tons, which means it will be
month at Masonio Temple
twice the size of any previous subma
at 7:30 p. m. P, A, Brinegar,
rine. The aim is to build a submarine
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre-of high speed and great defensive
tary.
pcwer that will be able to accompany
the American battleship fleets anywhere, and never lag behind. The I. O. O. P. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
4. Meeta every Monday evening at
new craft will be 300 feet long, have
a speed of 22 knots at the surface their hall on Sixth street AH visitsng
and 15 knots submerged. It will have brethem cordially Invited to attend.
a cruising radius of 3,5(H to 4,000 A. T. Rogers, Sr., N. G.; W. W. Smith,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood. Secretary: Karl
knots under water.
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
will
have
submarine
its
new
The
own wireless
outnt it will have Cemetery Trustee.
and
rapid fire guns for
ELKS Meets second and
will be equipped with enough torpe- B. P.
does to sink a modern fleet of dread- - fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street
naughts. The motive power will be
Diesel international, combustion en- and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Win. H, Spring
gines, and will burn heavy fuel oil iner, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
new
of
use
the
of
stead
gasoline. The
fuel will give the new submarine great cretary.
er driving power, which will be still
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OP SECUR
greater increased by the length of the
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In
craft. The new submarine will not
W. O. W hall. Sixth street, on the
latest
carry many more men than the
first and third Mondays of each
type now in commission.
month at 8 p. in. Visiting brothers
The confidential plans and specifi
and Ladies always welcome. O. L.
new
craft
cations for this powerful
Freeman,
President; Miss Cora Mont
were siuhmitted to itfle builders, who
Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
ague,
Financier,
were allowed to furnish bids on the
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z.
submitted
the
departfent W.
designs
by
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
oi to modify the design and submit
Sixth street, East Las VegaB, N. Ml
bids accordingly. The cost is esti
mated at $1,250,000 for each new sub
NO
BROTHERHOOD
marine. At the previous session of FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday night to
wascongress $4,460,000
appropriated
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a
for submarines, with the stipulation
which directed the navy department
to construct a fleet of submarine of and there is not the slightest danger
of their setting the "branches on fire.
not less than, 20 fcnota speed- The lamps are made in" all colors and
and
It is said here that both France
in a great variety of shapes. Many
England contemplate the construction of them are made to
represent birds,
oi similar fleet submarines, but are
men. animals, etc. One string
fruits,
secret.
Amerioan
keeping their plans
of the lights is enough for a small
naval officers say the navy's subma- tree
and other strings may be added
rine knowledge has been so far devel
to the size of the tree. The
according
oped that the new submarine will be
is
cord
with an ordinary
provided
the highest type of perfection yet to screw
which fits any electric fix
plug
be reached in underwater effective ture. The
lights can be snapped on
fighting apparatus,, and far- superior and off as desired. In this way the
to any one of its type now being con- Christmas tree is a
thing of beauty
templated abroad.
and a Joy throughout the holiday sea
In the British admiralty there is a son, without the
danger of fire.
growing belief that the fleet subma
rine will take the place of the destroy- BOOST
TRADE
er when the new type is fully develn
A
Dec.
15.
Boston,
oped. This idea is also hold In American naval circles. The theory of the
designers of the new craft is that the
OFFICERS AND DIHECTOBS
new submarine will he able to do in
H, W. Kelly, President
ocean-gointhe day time what the
t,
Jacob Gross,
Clarence Men, Secy. & Treas.
destroyers accompanying a fleet are
Donald Steward,
expected to accomplish in night at
C. a RobWns,
fleet.
on
the enemy's
tacks

a

The kind of furs we offer are
Natural Fox red and grey, Black,
Lynx, Natural Raccoon, Extra
Dark Harten.

,v

SOCIETY DIRECTOR
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LATIN-AMERICA-

Values.....

SUITS AND O'COATS

SUITS AND O'COATS

YOU

WILL

.

Latin-America-

SUITS AND O'COATS

$14.93 Now

$9.9! Now.

Now

$27.50 and $30.00

....$20.00 and $22.50 Values

$12.50, $15.00 and $16.50 Values

$1S.95

-

FIND SIZES FROM" 33 TO 44

Catarrh Cannot be Cured with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you

V

Store-st- iff
hats and soft, fr"
cc Knapp t
Lrofut
new
and
all
colors,
shapes
make, $3 oo and $4.00 values, now - Sl.OS

any Hat in the

ra.lT

"ment

rice 98c for $1.50 to

of Sample caps, Xmas
$2.50 values, One lot 48c.

-

mm

HECK WEAR"

We have placed on sale five gross of neckwear at 35c eech or 3 for $1.00. All regular 50c
values. We also have a large selection ol Neckwear in beautiful boxes. They will make very
:

handsome Xmas remembrances.

50c, 75c and $1.00.

n

t 3

FREE!
On

FREE!

must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
not a quack medicine. It was prescribed by one of the best physicians
in this country for years and is a reg
ular prescription. It is composed of
the best tonics known, combined wiU
the best blood purifiers, acting direct
ly on the mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the two ingre
dients is what produces such wonder
Send
fnl results in curing catarrh.
for testimonials, free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
LIGHTING CHRISTMAS

presentation, this Coupon is worth
with every

50 cents

S5.00 PURCHASE

r

E

"Sfl

WW

a

Correct Garments for Men

TREE

Christmas trees are usually

young

mht

till XHfas, beisDsn

Dec. 10

Meets aectnd aa
fourth Thursday
eaca
evening
month at W. O. W. hall. Vlaltini
brothers cordially invited Howard
Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804 Meets econd ant
fourth Thursday In O. R C. hall
Pioneer bunlding. Vteltinp member
are cordially invited. Colbert C
Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
GEO. H. HUNKER
Attorney-at-La-

East Las Vegas.

New Mexico.

W. P. BOAL, M. D.
708 Lincoln

at Residence

Office

Calls answered day or night.
DR. F.

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICII

Av,

. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any deaoriptloa at
moderate price
Room 1, Center Block. Office Pho
Main 881. Residence Phone Vain 41a
v

LOCAL TIME
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trade conference opened at the Amer-- ,
lean .house, today with ail parts
New England represented.
Howard
Elliott, president of the New Haven
railroad, John Barrett, director general of the
union, and
many other speakers are scheduled toaddress the meeting.
n'

-

Gore, Pa., P. A. Morgan had occa
sion recently to use a liver medicine
and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets:
They thoroughly cleased my system
and I felt like, a new man light and
free. They are the best medicine I
have ever taken for constipation. They
keep the stomach sweet, liver active,
bowels regular." o. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

East Las Vegas. N. M.
f Albuquerque, N.'M.
I Pecos, N. M.Trinidad. Colo.
IRowe. N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

SfJ.O.

i!

INOORPORA TED

Wholesale Grocers
WOOL. HIDES a PELTS, LUMBER.
BAIN WAGONS
NAVAJO BLANKETS
EAGLE HAY PRESSES

mnf

nS3Y3AT

uauy wlL f

ii

ycu

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom
MIGHT BUT the particular thing is worth

c::,Ta:iT

among- those

'

;

N

YANT

YCU

wto

If

f

most

growth of spruce or balsam, although
TUB PROPERTY you wast to sell is WORTH MOST to people mho
other evergreen trees are sometimes
read the ada in this paper and who never would hear of jqsjt
used. As these tree3 are very resinproperty unless it were advertised here.
ous they are easily ignited by lighted
candles suspended from their branch
es. Once a twig is ignited the entire II OTHERS who read and answer the ads In this newspaper want (asi
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery atsd
tree flares into a sudden blaze which f j
For this
la difficult to extinguish.
iuiuuuio, musics vi uiMjiuuieMu or tuiy sort, musical lnsini- meats.
reason miniature electric lamps are
now being for Christmas tree light
ing.
WANT ADS are lnespendve, jet results and ETERf BODY'S SATISThe tiny electric lamps are arrangFIED. Try them.
ed in long strings which can be
ii
and festooned from the tree
sus-nend-

This store will be open ever

L. O. O. MOOSE

GROSS KELLY

pation.

offer for your
SinnnionA. We
lection a lares stock of
Bath Robes and Pajamas, pure linen Handkerchiefs,
Silk Handkerchiefs, Perrins Gloves, Full Dress Combination Sets and Umbrellas for Men.

WOODMEN OF, AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Lcve at O. R. C hall, on the teconii
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
S p. m.
J. S, Nelson, Consul; Q.
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting memhera are especially welcome and cordially invited.

Vioe-Pres-

EW STYLES IN HATS AND CAPS

for

MODERN

.

NOT IMITATIONS.

ami

AND CAFL

SHORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
113X GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWATi HANDLE

he-in-

eil?

1-- 4

BESTADRAIJT

LOCDV

I

c

I.
if
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Trrfw

ff"
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Mil

CELERY

OYSTERS

CHICKENS

HUNT'S DELICIOUS

MINCE MEAT

STYLE

RUSSIAN

OXFORD FRUIT CAKES

Tonight

CALIFORNIA

Two-Ree- l
Solig
"Slippery Slim and the Impersonator"
Essany Comedy

CAKE

ALLEGRETTI
SHELLED PECANS, WALNUTS AND ALMONDS
CHRIST-MACHOCOLATES AND FRUITS A SPLENDID LINE OF

S

H

PAGE FURNITURE AND
DERTAKING CO.

GREEN BEANS

511 6th St.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS"
sure and visit Murphey's Drug
Store during gift buying season. Adv.
Be

,

'

ti!f iJ.;

IN

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Ear. Adv.

,:

a

t!m

Pmwm(d!

J. II.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

YORK

Grocer and Baker

Sure we have It! Wines, liquors and
cigars, get our prices). Greeniclay's.
.

CASH GROCEK

TMES

Main 212.

Telephone

Adv.

Order your revenue cancellors now.
Optic Pub. Co.

Let the Murphey Drug Store settle
Adv.
your Christmas gift problems.

Dr. Frank H. H, Roberts of the New
Mexico Normal UnlversPty bas
a letter from Colonel R. E:
a
d

liquors and cigars, just
little cheaper at Greenclay's. TeleWines,

TOUr

rZ

BE

J00SIEKSPCB1

IF PURCHASED

AT OUR STORE

.4

furniture and household goods generally last a
life time. We are at a disadvantage on account of our remodeling not yet being completed and will give a liber--.
Gifts of

discount on everything In our store.
money here.

t

i.

that the

's

i

J

The Commercial club, by giving this
luncheon, intends lo give Professor
Gonzales a formal introduction to the
farmers of the two counties. It is intended to make it as enjoyable and
Interesting and instructive as possible.
It is believed the luncheon will
prove of great convenience, to the
farmers and their families. It will
provide them an opportunity to come
to town to do their Christmas shop- ping on an occasion when they can
meet their friends from all parts of
the county. It will rurnish them an
excellent hmch to be eaten while visiting with friends. It will give them
an opportunity of learning some valuable pointers on a matter that is uppermost in their hearts how to make
their lands better producers of crops
and money.
Professor Gonzales has beea assign-eRoom 2 at the Commercial club
quarters as his office. He may be
fouiid there on each Saturday. On the
other days of of the week he may be
visiting the "farmers In San Miguel
and Mora counties.
d

All members of the East Las Vegas
fire department are requested to be
at the city hall tomorrow at 2 o'clock
in uniform. The chief expects every
member to be present.
'""Subscribe for The Optic.

SBPi

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the

A

past forty years is extended by the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK; OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1376
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Cie-rhnn-

You will save

1

given by the organization complimentary to the farmers of the counties of
San Miguel and Mora and Professor
M. R. Gonzales would occur on Mon
day, December 21. Invitations are to
be sent to the fanners and their fa rallies to be the guests of the club at
a meal to be. served free. The affair
will begin at 12 o'clock and will continue until 1:30, during which time
eating, visiting and having a general
good time will be the regular order
of business. At 2 o'clock "will occur a
short program, to wnlch are invited
all Las Vegas folk who wish to meet,
,
the farmers.
Professor M. Rytlonzales, the agricultural expert sgnt here by the New
Mexico College fit Agriculture and Mechanic Arts ii conjunction with the
commissioners of Mora and San Miguel counties, will make the principal
address, speaking on "The Agricultural Movement in the United States."

son-in-la-

Adv.

Gieen-.berger-

will not

114

Twitchell in Santa Fe notifying him
moving picutre taken last"
summer at the Normal will be ready
for inspection some time next week.
See page 3 of this issue for
Dr.
Roberts has been invited to Santa
,discount sale on suits and
Fe to assist in the wensorship of tbe
overcoats. Adv.
film. After it has been oefisored and
I have two furnished bedrooms for properly assembled it will be sent to
Las Vegas and will be shown here.
rent. 614 Columbia avenue. Adv.
This, according to the statement of
Bee Greenclay for your wines, li- Dr. Roberts, will be some time in tbe
quors, and cigars for the holidays. early part of January. The film is a
GERMANS ARE RETREATING
story showing aH the activities of the
Telephone Main 212. Adv.
Dec. 15 (via London.) ReBerlin,
Normal University.
treat of tbe German forces which atIndies' fur muffs and scarfs make
on
Mutual
theater
tempted to strike at Warsaw from the
a beautiful Xmas gift for your sweetTonight at the
was acknowledged in an official
north
Brothers
the
West
side,
Regensberg
heart or wife. Taichert's Clothing
communication
given out today at arNemo movie
will present a three-ree- l
Stora Adv.
y
The statement:
Is
film
headquarters.
This
my
"The
Winner."
entitled
which had adcolumn
"The German
The sweetest and purest candy In especially remarkable in that one of
east
Prussia, by
Soldau.
from
vanced
in
the
the city at Murphey's Drug Store. In the most important characters
In the direction of
Mlawa
of
This
a
way
horsa
is
portrayed by.
handsome, ribbon tied embossed boxes story
its old po
hnd to
from 10c to $5 a box. Adv.
animal, Ted, is supposed to be able
super- numerical
sition
the
to
human
owing
a
being .
to do almost anything
...
or
the enemy.
Any suit or overcoat in the Btore at la finable of doine except talk. In iority
33
off till Xmas. Adler Rochester addition to this feature there will be
and Spero Michael make Taicherfs an installment of the "Mutual Girl"
e
and music by the Mutual
Clothing Store. Adv.
orchestra.
Writing paper. Can you imagine a
more acceptable gift than a great big
"The Seats of the Mighty" by Sir
beautiful box of writing paper? Mur Gilbert Parker will be the Shubert-Brad- y
(BL
offering tonight at the Browne
phey has the most stylish and best
theater. Lionel Barrymore and other
quality in the city. Adv.
famous stars will be seen In this proDon't fall to see the horse that does duction, which is In six reels. Critics
SHOPPING DAYS
everything but talk, "Ted." Also pronounce this the most ambitious
of
one
"Mutual Girl." Tonight only. Mutual Dhotoolav in America. It is
Theater. Adv.
the regular Tuesday evening series
at the Browne theater.
Seventeen quart enamel dish pan.
Good quality uniform gray mottling
The funeral of C. H. Baily will be
15.85 for $10.00 Leather Seat
on heavy steel base. Strong bandies. held at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
Rocker.
A remarkable valua Sale price, 40c. from St. Paul's Memorial church, Rev,
Interment
F. J. Gehring. Adv.
J. S. Moore officiating.
$4.95 for $7.50 Fumed or Early
will be In the Masonic cemetery. All
English broad seat Rocker.
"The Winner," three-ree- l
Nemo at- - fellow lodge members of the depart- tractlon featuring Ted, the horse that ed merchant are invited to meet at
does everything
Real Leather
$5.25 to $S.50
but talk, and our, the Elks' home at 2 o'clock tomorrow
Golden Oak Rockers.
"Mutual Girl" No. 45. Tonight only, in order to march to the undertaking
'
Mutual. Theater. Admission 5 and 10 establishment and escort the body to
cents. Adv.
$9.85 for
ithe church.
polished oak Piano
Benches with compartment
W. J. Lennox, who Is employed In
The editor of The Optic announces
Jor sheet muBic.
the plumbing establishment of Fred the receipt of a jar of Prince Albert
L Phillips, was taken sick yesterday. smoking tobacco and three handsome
$4.85 for $6.85 golden oak Tele
His condition is not Berlous, it is said, jimmy pipes from the manufacturer.
Is
is
a Christmas present that
phone Table and Stool.
although it will necessitate his ab- This
are
The
sence from work for a few days.
pipes
appreciated.
jimmy
lovely and the Prince Albert 'e a
$3.65 for $5.50 Reed Rockers.
The headquarters op the E. Romero dream. The combination furnishes a
$4.95 for $7.C0 Morris Chair.
Hose and Fire company are decorated cool, sweet smoke that would be
$8.50 for $14.50 Morris Chair.
In black and white, in honor of the hard to beat if one cared to attempt
memory of C. H. Baily, who was a to do so. But what's the use, Prince
$32.50 for $50.00 genuine Leathmunber of the organization for 13' Albert is good enough. .
er Mahogany
Parlor
half-maThe
was
years.
flag
placed at
AUTO 8TAGE
Suite.
today.
Automobile stage line to Mora triThe board of regents of the New weekly, Tuesday,
$55.00 for $85.00 Genuine LeathThursday and SatMexico' Normal University will meet
er
8
Parlor Suite. Worth
a.
urday, leaving Murphey's corner
tonight at 7:30 o'clock. For the most Jn., arriving Mora 9:45 . m. Leave
Seeing.
part routine business will be attended mora p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
to. The report of the institution, to m. Fare for round
trip, $5; one way,
Thousands of Other Remarkable
the governor will be read to the board $3. Round trip tickets cood for one
Christmas Offerings
for Its approval.
"week.
H. K Hubbard, Prop.
phone Main 212.

GIFTS

UN-

Phone Vegas

EX-

It was announced today by the Commercial club that the luncheon to be

Albuquerque tomorrow night from
Amarillo, traveling over the Belen
cut-of- f
and will leave the Duke City
going west on No. 9 to Los Angeles
and other southern California points.
Judge Waldo and family are traveling
ill the private car of F. C. Fox, general manager of the Santa Fe lines.
The judge has been the New Mexico
solicitor for the Santa Fe rail-wayears, but is
for the past thirty-fiv- e
on account
31
retiring on December
of poor health. He has been seriously
111
in Kansas City lately, but has recovered and is improved iji health.
Judge Waldo will spend four or five
months in California, returning tlien
to Las Vegas, where he maintains a
and daughresidence. His
T.
A.
Jr.,
Mrs.
Rogers,
ter, Mr. and
and bis grandson, Waldo Rogers, of
Las Vegas, will leave tomorrow for
meet
Albuquerque, where they will
prothen
will
Waldo.
They
Judge
Mr.
him.
with
coast
ceed to the
to. Las Vegas in
return
will
Rogers
about a month, but it is probable that
Mrs. Rogers and Waldo Rogers will
spend the winter with the Judge.

?

FANCY NAVAL ORANGES'

SHAY

PROFESSOR GONZALES, SOIL
PERT, WILL MAKE PRINCIPAL ADDRESS

WALDO TO CALIFORNIA
H. L. Waldo, solicitor for New
Mexico for the Santa Fe ra!lroad left
Kansas City today. He will arrive In

BELL PEPPERS

.

LUNCHEON FOK FAIiliERS

TO OCCUR ON

WAX BEANS

Store open evenings till Christmas, Bacharach's. Adv.
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SPECIALS IN WINDOW

CAULIFLOWER

NEWS

LOCAL

in'inn

m.ga

the Store
ing Christmas

CELERY
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On everything in

HEAD LETTUCE

'

CANDIES.

1-

"When His Ship Came In"

FRUITS

FRUIT

15, 1911

fSaaimn

FANCY

PHOTOPLAY

OES

LETTUCE-TOMAT-

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,
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PROGRAM

LET US HAVE YOUR CHRISTMAS ORDER
TURKEYS.

Hill

pifflllllMlillBlllllllllllillllllilll
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i

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

'

3

five-piec-

3. C. JOHNS

Orvly

&
SON

Do you wish Special Equipment

or Color in your 1915 Ford?

TILL CHRISTMAS

CO

A L ACJO W O O

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

.

:

S3

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL
W H OLESA L E AND RETAIL

DON'T LEAVE THE CAKE AROUND.
s--

V.

C

11

7

f loiir.
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FLOUR

v' ?
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L

L

iTVMM

J0U "avo uaKea
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"Virrrn

wuu our

KIha vnii'll hn nnttine1 1r.

resistible temptations In the
dren's way.

v.tainly

does

chil- -

For our flour

deliciously.

to be a

i?ood

baker with, our flour. Why don't
v-you try It?
-

ahe Las Vegas Roller Mills
J?

,

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

3

O

At

the Borne

Old

HIE

Of The Best Of Everyling

Eatable

CO.

r

!?

(It

f

"

Fashioned ,
Buckwheat Flour
Maple Syrup Honey

GI1AAF & HAYVARD

what you want
Why not give "her" a Ford for
Xmas. Had you thought of that?
A full assortment of carts on, hand
at all times. Jrlistf prompt and ef ficient
Ford service.

F. J.WESNFR

Jh

At Whalen Garage.

rip

jf-f- A?"

o

d

'

bake

ed how easy It Is

cer- -

We will have another carload shipped from the factory, in a few days.
Place your order now and get just
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Always Get Our Prices
Before Buying Elsewhere
.

IRON

An old fashioned
e
is
about at good for cooking as
most of the cheap

..v

THE GRCAT FVSAJEGrtC

"ranges."
They are usually
made to sell not to bake.
'

A

MAJESTIC
MALLEABLE
RANGE,
modern,
will last a lifetime, save toil,

time, trouble, worry, repairs and
fuel, give quick, dependable results, hot water in abundance.
Easy terms.
LUDWID

Installments

WM. ILFELD
phone Main 379

Everything In Furniture
Hardware.

and

u

IS THE TIME

"The Private Secretary"

ins nor- Thursday Night
--

FREE

fire-plac-

.
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MAJESTIC MALLEABLE
RANGES

4

IMP

DELIVERY

Big Stock of Toysr
Toy Wagons 15j to $2J0 each.
75c to $8.50 each.
Toy
Toy Chairs and Rockers, 35o to
'
$3.50 each.
,h
Go-Car-ts

Toy Bicycles, Tricycles and lots
of good things.
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MIL corar

Opposite the Y.

Linnzs

Tickets Going Merrily at Murphey's

Yes, Timi's
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